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About This Report
This report was produced as part of Civic Engagement for All, an initiative of the Temple University 
Center for Intergenerational Learning that promotes the inclusion of diverse segments of the 50+  
population in civic roles. This report, funded by MetLife Foundation, has two key aims:

	 •			To	increase	our	understanding	of	the	assets,	interests,	and	civic	experiences	of	older	 
immigrants and refugees

	 •			To	identify	promising	practices,	opportunities,	and	challenges	inherent	in	engaging	older	 
members of immigrant communities in service

The Temple University Center for Intergenerational Learning (www.templeCIL.org), part of the  
College of Health Professions, is a national resource for intergenerational programming and lifelong 
civic engagement. Established in 1979, its mission is to strengthen communities by bringing  
generations together to address the needs of individuals throughout the life cycle. The Center  
creates model programs, offers training and technical assistance, conducts research and evaluation, 
and develops educational materials. 

Staff of Project SHINE, a program of the Temple University Center for Intergenerational Learning,  
assumed major responsibility for the development of this report. Project SHINE (www.projectshine.org)  
is a national service-learning initiative that builds partnerships between colleges and community-based  
organizations to engage students and older immigrants in service to their communities. Since 1997, 
SHINE has engaged students and faculty at 25 institutions of higher education in service to older  
immigrants, in partnership with more than 218 community-based organizations in 18 cities. SHINE 
students have provided tutoring for more than 36,000 immigrant elders in English, health literacy, and 
citizenship preparation. Focus groups for this report were conducted in cooperation with two members 
of the SHINE national consortium: Emory University and California State University, Fullerton. 
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As America grows older and more diverse, people age 50+ from all  
cultural backgrounds represent a vast resource for communities. Many are 
seeking opportunities to contribute to their families and neighborhoods, 
remain connected to others, and leave a legacy for future generations. 
Though human service practitioners and researchers are beginning to  
recognize the benefits of connection and contribution, both for individuals  
50+ and for the larger community, scant attention has been paid to the 
characteristics of civic engagement among foreign-born elders. In fact, 
it has been suggested that immigrant elders are minimally engaged in 
their communities. Research that has been conducted on immigrant civic 
participation has focused primarily on citizenship efforts, not the critical 
roles that older adults play or could play in their communities.

The purpose of this report is to gain a better understanding of why and 
how older immigrants contribute to their families and communities and 
to identify promising practices that support the engagement of immigrant 
elders in meaningful roles. The study documents the motivations and 
activities of 99 elders from diverse ethnic communities in Philadelphia, 
Atlanta, and Orange County, California. Data from focus groups,  
interviews	with	“engaged”	elders,	and	discussions	with	organizations	 
that have successfully supported older immigrants in civic roles allow 
the reader to hear the voices of immigrant elders and community leaders 
representing six ethnolinguistic groups: Latino, Chinese, Liberian,  
Vietnamese, Somali, and Ethiopian.

In	many	cultures,	the	U.S.	concept	of	“volunteering”	is	an	unfamiliar	one.	
Therefore,	in	this	report,	“civic	engagement”	is	broadly	defined	to	include	
informal	and	formal	helping,	giving,	leading,	influencing,	and	participating,	 
which	more	closely	reflect	the	variety	of	ways	in	which	elders	assist	one	
another, their families, and younger generations. When considering the 
civic	engagement	of	foreign-born	elders,	words	such	as	“volunteering”	 
and	“community	service”	may	need	to	be	replaced	with	more	culturally	
appropriate language.

Key Findings
	 1.			If	“civic	engagement”	is	broadly	defined	to	include	both	informal	

and formal roles, many older immigrants and refugees are already 
involved in a variety of activities that benefit their families and 
communities.

 2.   Family caregiving is a major contribution made by many older  
immigrants and refugees. 

 3.   Some immigrant and refugee communities have maintained their 
cultural traditions of giving elders authority and power. In such 
communities, many older adults recognize their responsibility  
to	serve	as	leaders	and	assume	the	“elder	role,”	despite	limited	
English skills or professional experience.

Executive Summary

Words such as  
“volunteering” and 
“community service” 
may need to be  
replaced with more 
culturally appropriate 
language.
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 4.   Cultural values and practices and political systems in native  
countries	influence	why	and	how	older	immigrants	become	 
engaged in their communities.

 5.   Trusted ethnic-based organizations and religious institutions, 
immediate and extended family units, and informal social groups 
serve as civic connectors that facilitate elder engagement and can also 
serve as access points for more formal opportunities.  

Implications for Organizations and  
Community Leaders
	 •			viEwS oF ElDErS. A paradigm shift is needed in the way that  

elder immigrants are perceived and treated in their communities.  
Organizations need to recognize that their older immigrant clients 
can also be contributors with whom they can partner to address  
community problems.

	 •			ElDEr rolES. Organizations and leaders should make available  
to elders a continuum of formal and informal roles to contribute  
to both their own ethnic community and the broader community.  
Creating such a continuum requires acknowledging and building  
on informal civic engagement practices as well as creating new  
opportunities.

	 •			outrEAcH to ElDErS. Understanding what motivates immigrant 
elders to become involved in their communities is a critical part  
of outreach efforts. Agencies unaccustomed to working with  
immigrant communities should take steps to establish mutually 
beneficial	authentic	partnerships	with	“civic	connectors”	(e.g.,	 
immigrant and refugee-led organizations; churches, temples, and 
mosques; ethnic senior centers or associations; community leaders; 
family members) in these communities.

	 •			SuPPortiNG ElDErS. It is important to build on the strengths that 
elders possess and help them acquire additional skills that will 
enable them to function effectively as community leaders. Having 
bilingual staff is key to engaging limited English speakers.

We hope this report both raises awareness and increases the capacity  
of community leaders and immigrant-serving organizations to craft and 
promote opportunities for elders to enhance their roles as contributing 
members of their families and the communities within their new homeland. 
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I am an elderly. But I don’t want to give up, and I want to learn new things. I want to 
be part of this country, I want my children to be part of my country. 
  —Hassan Bulle, Ethiopian elder

By 2030, the number of older adults in the United States will have grown 
from 33 million to more than 70 million; one in five Americans will be 
age 65 or older. This growing 50+ population represents a vast resource 
for communities across the country. Many people age 50+ are looking for 
opportunities to contribute to their families and communities, remain 
connected to others, and maintain their vitality. As older adults begin to 
realize	their	potential	to	become	the	“trustees	of	civic	life”	(Freedman,	
1999), a 50+ civic engagement movement has emerged. Moreover, recent 
research suggests that older adults who are engaged in volunteer activities  
(a key component of civic engagement) have higher levels of physical 
well-being and life satisfaction than non-volunteers, as well as an  
enhanced sense of social connectedness (Morrow-Howell, Hinterlong, 
Rozario, & Tang, 2003; Musick, Herzog, & House, 1999).

Most research on 50+ civic engagement has focused on the experiences of 
native-born older adults. Despite their growing numbers, little attention 
has been paid to foreign-born elders. Between 1990 and 2000, the foreign-
born population increased by more than half, from 19.8 to 31.1 million 
(U.S. Census, 2002). Among the foreign-born population, 20%, or 6 million  
people, are 55 or older (U.S. Census 2000, as cited in Senior Service 
America & Center for Applied Linguistics, 2006). Some immigrants have 
grown older in America, while others emigrated here in their later years. 
By 2050, the ethnic minority older population is projected to more than 
double, comprising more than 35% of the older adult population. Asian 
and Hispanic elders will be the fastest growing sectors of this population 
(Federal Interagency Forum on Aging, 2000). 

Despite these impressive statistics, little is known about how cultural  
and	linguistic	differences	influence	foreign-born	elders’	motivation	to	
serve, the kinds of civic engagement activities that interest them, or the 
obstacles that hinder them from greater involvement. The voices and 
experiences of older, limited English speaking individuals have not been 
heard and are not included in the rapidly growing body of knowledge on 
healthy aging and civic contribution. The studies that have been conducted 
on civic participation in immigrant communities have focused primarily 
on citizenship, advocacy, and political participation and rarely examine 
the role that immigrant elders play in their communities (McGarvey,  
2004; Carnegie Corporation of New York, 2003). A report by Grantmakers  
Concerned with Immigrants and Refugees (McGarvey, Petsod, & Wang, 
2006), however, does point to the value of civic participation for all  
members of immigrant communities, suggesting that such participation 
enhances individual capacity, builds social networks, and creates positive 
change in communities. 

Introduction

By 2050, the  
ethnic minority  
older population is  
projected to more 
than double.
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The engagement of immigrant elders in civic activities is particularly  
important for both the elders themselves and the communities in which 
they live. Research suggests that involvement in productive activity and 
close social ties are linked to successful aging (Rowe & Kahn, 1998).  
For many immigrant elders, however, a major discrepancy exists between 
the traditional roles they played in their homelands and those that are 
available in the United States. In many communities around the world 
elders have assumed positions of authority, such as teachers, mentors, 
healers, decision makers, and mediators. But recreating those kinds  
of roles in the United States has been difficult, due to limited English  
language skills, a lack of knowledge about American social and political 
systems, and the changing values of young people who have become  
assimilated into American culture. Older immigrants are too often  
viewed only as clients to be served rather than as leaders who can guide 
their communities and transmit cultural values and traditions. Though 
many express the desire to fulfill their responsibilities as contributing 
community members, the opportunities to do so within formal  
organizations are limited. 

Recognizing the importance of civic engagement to older adults and  
communities as well as the lack of research related to immigrant elders, 
this research project was developed with two key goals in mind:

	 •			To	increase	understanding	about	the	ways	in	which	older	immigrants	 
are currently contributing to their families and communities, why 
they become engaged, and how they find and become involved in 
civic opportunities

	 •			To	identify	promising	practices	and	strategies	for	supporting	 
immigrant elders in roles that are personally meaningful and have  
a positive impact on their communities 

The study documents the civic engagement activities, interests, and  
motivations of 99 diverse older immigrants and refugees in Philadelphia, 
Atlanta, and Orange County who participated in focus groups and individual  
interviews conducted in 2007. Most of the participants were in their 60s 
and 70s and were limited English speaking first-generation immigrants. 
Guiding this effort was a group of national leaders with expertise in aging, 
immigration, refugee resettlement, and cultural anthropology, as well as a 
group of Philadelphia-based leaders from a variety of ethnic communities. 

We hope this study will raise awareness and increase the capacity of  
community leaders and immigrant-serving organizations to foster  
opportunities for older adults to connect with and contribute to their 
communities.

Older immigrants are 
too often viewed only 
as clients to be served 
rather than as leaders  
who can guide their 
communities and 
transmit cultural  
values and traditions.



GrANDPArENt iNvolvEMENt iN ScHool— 
MAkiNG A BEttEr PlAcE For urBAN YoutH  
Gloria Rivera (age 57), started working at 16 when she arrived in  
Philadelphia from Puerto Rico. Over her lifetime she has spent long  
hours in clothing factories, restaurants, and child care centers. Gloria  
had little time to get involved in her children’s education. But several 
years ago, retired and with grown children, Gloria started volunteering  
at her granddaughter’s K–8 urban public school.

[Volunteering] has helped me because I didn’t know how to get involved in school. 
[When] my kids were [school-age], I had to go to work…I had to pay rent and bills. So 
when I went to school, it was an experience that showed me what my kids went through.

She began her three-year stint at the school by trying to help out her 
struggling granddaughter. Gloria approached the principal and a school 
social worker and asked how she could help.

Gloria started out as a volunteer security guard, monitoring the school 
for safety. Not fully fluent in English, Gloria remembers the support of the 
bilingual principal:

What helped me go to the school was that the principal was Latina…Even with the 
little bit of English that I knew, I used to help [students] who didn’t know any. Some 
of the parents didn’t know any English…There were kids from Santo Domingo at the 
school that spoke no English, and they were scared at school. I used to comfort [them].

As teachers and staff began to trust her, Gloria took on more responsibilities.  
“The children were crazy about me,” she says. “They used to come to 
me, even though I would discipline them, because I didn’t have any 
problems with them. I tried to understand their problems.”

Gloria felt purposeful going to the school, often helping parents and 
frightened students who didn’t know English. “I felt like a person who 
was good for something,” she says. “I liked it. I felt good, and I woke up 
with motivation.”

Despite her success, Gloria says that people may face challenges when 
volunteering in a school. The amount of paperwork and trying to navigate 
a large school district can overwhelm non-English speakers. She had to 
be persistent, because school staff “won’t come to you—you have to  
go to them.” 

Gloria’s message for her fellow elders is to help others, regardless of their 
own English ability:

I would tell them to try, because everything is about trying. It is important to learn English,  
but you shouldn’t use that as an excuse not to volunteer or to help another person.

“ It is important to 
learn English, but you 
shouldn’t use that 
as an excuse not to 
volunteer or to help 
another person.”

Gloria Rivera  Philadelphia, Pennsylvania10



Redefining Civic Engagement 
“Civic	engagement”	has	been	defined	primarily	in	terms	of	political	 
behaviors	that	influence	governmental	actions,	and	social	actions	that	
connect individuals to those who need care (Morrow-Howell & Freedman, 
2006-07). Volunteering through formal organizations and voting have  
often been the focus of civic engagement efforts. But this narrow definition  
of civic engagement diminishes the importance of participation in local 
and neighborhood activities, which is typically more viable for most  
immigrants than is action on the state or national level (Association for 
the Study and Development of Community, 2002).

Few studies have focused on the relationship between culture and civic 
engagement.	It	is	important	to	note	that	“volunteering”	and	“service”	are	
cultural constructs that may be understood differently among various  
linguistic and cultural groups. While foreign-born elders contribute in many  
ways	to	their	families	and	communities,	the	idea	of	“volunteering”—a	
word that does not easily translate into many languages—may be an  
unfamiliar cultural concept. As the authors of Reinventing Aging point out:

The concept of volunteering most often referred to by individuals and organizations 
in this field is indeed a uniquely American construct that does not and should not 
attempt to encompass the acts of kindness and community building in which other 
groups take part (Harvard School of Public Health, 2004, p. 117).

The Points of Light Foundation, in its 2000 report on volunteering in  
minority communities, similarly observed that the notion of interdependence  
among community members is at the heart of many communities: 

People help each other when they can, and neighbors come together in times of need. 
It has happened for centuries, in varied ways, in communities of all racial and ethnic 
backgrounds (p. 11).

For most immigrant communities, informal types of community engagement  
are a natural part of family, religious, and communal life and must be  
acknowledged. Therefore, in this study we are using the following definition  
of civic engagement, adapted from the American Society on Aging by the 
Project Advisory Board (Cullinane, 2006): 

Older immigrants and refugees become civically engaged when they participate in 
activities that enrich them individually and benefit their community. These activities can  
include informal or formal volunteering, attending or leading community and cultural  
events, fundraising, political advocacy, and community organizing. A community can 
be a family, ethnic group, a neighborhood, city, nation, or the world (p. 67).

11
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Barriers to Civic Engagement in  
Organizations
Much has been said about the limited civic engagement of older immigrant  
adults in mainstream agencies. Commonly cited challenges center on the 
language and cultural gaps between immigrant/refugee elders and the 
agencies that interact with them. Limited English skills, a wide spectrum 
of linguistic and cultural traditions and lack of knowledge about American 
organizations affect the amount of information that immigrant communities  
receive. Many mainstream service agencies are unprepared to meet the 
needs of this population.

Discussions on immigrant civic engagement also note the barriers that 
stem from immigration status and the hostility that many immigrants 
must face. When the climate in the receiving community is wary,  
unwelcoming, or even hostile toward immigrants, political or civic  
involvement will not seem inviting. Additionally, immigrants who  
experienced persecution and other forms of political violence or oppression  
in their native countries are understandably cautious about engaging  
in political activities. Even when no hostility is intended, many activities 
designed to support new immigrants inadvertently exclude them by  
focusing on citizenship and voter registration, which leaves out permanent  
residents who cannot vote but who could participate in community  
activities in many other ways, if encouraged.

12
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Civic Structures That Facilitate  
Community Involvement
It is important to understand how immigrant communities organize  
to provide support and assistance to their members and how these  
communities relate to mainstream institutions. Typically, immigrant 
groups struggle to preserve the values and skills that were critical to their 
advancement in their native countries while adapting to new challenges 
and social hierarchies in the United States. Structures that support  
successful integration are often built on cultural traditions and adapted 
to dovetail with American culture. A report by the Washington Area  
Partnership for Immigrants titled Lessons Learned About Civic Participation 
Among Immigrants (Association for the Study and Development of  
Community, 2002) describes a number of structures that have become 
avenues for immigrant civic engagement, for example:

 1.   Structures that preserve culture and language, such as  
language schools 

 2.   Structures that foster a sense of belonging and maintenance of 
traditional values and ethnic identity, such as religious institutions

 3.   Structures that foster integration, such as ESL (English as a  
Second Language) and citizenship classes

 4.   Structures that preserve traditional leadership, such as elder  
councils and elder mediation groups 

In addition to formal structures, welcoming spaces in the community  
in which immigrants can gather, such as bodegas, ethnic grocery stores,  
and soccer leagues, play an important civic engagement role, offering  
a place to share personal and community issues and problem-solve  
(Ramakrishnan & Viramontes, 2006). 

CIvIC EngAgEmEnT  
AS A PAThwAy TO  
InTEgRATIOn 

How immigrants are perceived by 
the community that receives them 
influences	the	context	within	
which civic engagement activities 
occur. For example, if the  
community perceives immigrants 
as a burden on U.S. society, or 
even as a threat, immigrants are 
unlikely to take part in civic  
engagement activities. 

Research suggests that civic  
engagement is one indicator of 
successful	immigrant	“integration.”	

The working definition of  
integration by the Office of Refugee 
Resettlement	is	“a	dynamic,	 
multidirectional process in which 
newcomers and the receiving 
communities intentionally work 
together, based on a shared 
commitment to acceptance and 
justice, to create a secure,  
welcoming, vibrant, and cohesive 
society”	(Brown,	Gilbert,	&	Losby,	
2007, p. iii). 

An effective strategy for fostering 
community integration is to bring 
together long-term residents and 
immigrants in problem-solving  
activities or other civic projects. 
This long-term community process  
requires ongoing interactions 
between the newcomers and their 
receiving communities.
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SuPPortiNG NEwlY ArrivED rEFuGEES 
Community leader Mr. Hassan Bulle (age 74) was born in Negele,  
Ethiopia. In 1999, he came to the United States, settling in Columbus, 
Ohio, before moving to Clarkston, Georgia, a suburb of Atlanta. In the 
late 90’s, many refugees from diverse countries came to Clarkston.  
Now, between half and a third of residents are foreign-born. Though 
some long-time residents welcome the refugees, many have been  
fearful of the changes in their community.

As Mr. Bulle observed the growing tensions, he saw the need for  
East African refugees to create networks to care for one another, while  
learning how to interact well with the rest of Clarkston. Building a place 
for East Africans to socialize and discuss their problems was the first 
step, he thought: 

When you come to this country for the first time, it is hard for us to be just like them 
[Americans], have your own church, your own stuff, your own center. One of the things 
we did was, we had our own mosque. We came together and built our community 
places. We have our own shopping area.

Mr. Bulle and other elders petitioned the community informally to raise 
funds to build mosques and other gathering places like coffee shops. 
Now African elders have places to meet to discuss community issues 
and resolve problems. 

One of the major responsibilities of elders, even those who struggle  
financially, is to raise funds for community members in crisis. During  
Friday prayers at the mosque, elders collect money for individuals in 
need after telling their stories to the entire community. Elders also meet 
with newly arrived refugees and give them advice.

As a Muslim, Mr. Bulle understands his religious duty as an imperative 
to help others and he avoids formal recognition for his work. “God is the 
one who counts this for me,” he says. 

Once newly settled refugees resolve day-to-day issues, elders who have 
lived in the United States for years offer insights on how to live harmoniously  
in the multi-cultural society of Clarkston. Mr. Bulle tells newcomers: 

When you come to this country, you come from different backgrounds—white, black—
but once you come to America, all of us are the same. You need to get along with all  
the people here.

Mr. Bulle wants to learn American values and systems and wants his children  
and his grandchildren to serve the country. He hopes that his younger 
family members will engage in politics and the military. He says, “I am an 
elderly. But I don’t want to give up, and I want to learn new things. I want 
to be part of this country, I want my children to be part of my country.” 

“ When you come 
to this country, you 
come from different 
backgrounds—white, 
black—but once you 
come to America, all 
of us are the same.”

Hassan Bulle  Clarkston, Georgia14



In order to better understand older immigrants’ and refugees’ contributions  
to their families and communities, we organized interviews and focus 
groups to gain insights directly from elders themselves. From April 
through June 2007, ten focus groups were conducted in Philadelphia, 
Atlanta, and Orange County, California. A total of 99 participants  
represented six ethnolinguistic groups: Latino1, Chinese (Mandarin and 
Cantonese), Liberian, Vietnamese, Somali, and Ethiopian. Focus groups 
were conducted in English, with interpretation in the language of the  
participants. All of the participants had lived in the United States for  
more than two years. (See Appendix C for more detailed information 
about the focus group participants.)

At the conclusion of each focus group, participants were asked to  
complete a short survey that requested demographic information and 
indicated types of community activities in which they might be interested. 
This checklist was translated into the native languages of the participants. 
A summary of survey results is presented on page 41 of this report.

Following the focus groups and as a means of gaining additional insights 
about elders’ motivations and the benefits of their engagement, a more  
in-depth one-on-one interview was conducted with those elders who  
were particularly engaged in a civic activity. The stories of these elders  
are presented throughout this report.

In order to obtain information from organizations about promising  
practices for engaging older immigrants, we distributed an on-line survey 
to nonprofits that are currently working with or are interested in working 
with older immigrants and/or refugees. Phone interviews with selected 
organizations that are successfully engaging this population were  
conducted in the spring of 2008. Profiles of these organizations are also 
presented at the end of this report. In addition, community leaders from 
ethnic-based organizations and national experts in immigration, refugee 
resettlement, aging, and civic engagement provided invaluable information  
and guidance. 

A more detailed description of the methodology is presented in Appendix A.

Approach
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1  The Spanish-speaking participants’ places of birth ranged from Mexico and Central and 
South America to Puerto Rico. Although Puerto Ricans are not immigrants, we included 
them	in	the	Philadelphia	focus	group	because	they	are	the	largest	and	most	influential	
group in the Philadelphia Latino community. While they do not encounter the citizenship 
issues many immigrants face, their linguistic, cultural, and economic experiences often 
mirror those of Latino immigrants.



Types of Civic Engagement Activities
It was clear from the focus groups that many immigrant elders are  
currently involved in a range of civic activities, mostly within their own 
ethnic communities. In order to represent the rich array of experiences 
they described, we adapted the civic engagement framework developed  
by the Points of Light Foundation (Toppe & Galaskiewicz, 2006). The graphic 
below demonstrates our conceptualization of civic engagement for older 
immigrants. The different spheres of civic engagement are depicted as 
overlapping to indicate the ways in which one type of engagement can 
lead to another. 

The following sections each describe a particular sphere of civic engagement  
represented in the graphic. Each section includes a list of examples that 
provides an overview of the range of activities within that sphere, followed 
by a more detailed description of a few examples. However, because  
participants offered such a large number of examples, it is not possible  
to provide details for each one.

Findings
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ExAmPLES OF  
InFORmAL hELPIng

•			Providing	information	and	 
support to newly arrived  
immigrants and refugees 

•			Providing	support	for	 
isolated elders 

•			Visiting	elders	in	the	hospital

•			Driving	other	seniors

•			Translating	for	other	elders

•			Helping	elderly	widows	 
(friends’ wives, widows in the 
community)

•			Resolving	conflicts	in	the	 
community

•			Growing	vegetables	for	 
ethnic food and sharing with 
community members

•			Teaching	Tai	Chi	to	friends

•			Taking	care	of	grandchildren	
(teaching cultural values and 
language)

•			Caring	for	sick	family	members

•			Caring	for	spouse

17

HElPiNG
Helping activities encompasses both formal and informal activities. The  
community receiving help may be the individual’s own ethnic community, 
members of his or her native (or another) country, or multi-ethnic communities. 

iNForMAl HElPiNG: Assisting others through informal social networks 

rather than through organizations

Informal helping involves helping others as an individual through an informal  
social network. This type of help was extended mainly to three groups of 
people: other elders in the community, family members (their own grown-up  
children and grandchildren), and newly arrived immigrants and refugees.

Many older immigrants, especially those in senior housing, described  
providing support to isolated elders. A director of a Latino senior residence  
in Philadelphia commented:

If someone is sick, they go there and help…They have a buddy system. They watch 
out for one another, and if they see your buddy is not doing well, they call the office. 

Helping others navigate complex systems was also identified as a  
common form of assistance, according to a Chinese elder: 

Some of the newcomers moving into the building, they don’t know anything about 
applying for benefits, so I help them out with applying. A person who moved into the 
third floor, I helped him fill out all the forms required and apply for all the benefits he’s 
entitled to, so now he’s okay. 

In a similar vein, a Mexican American elder in Orange County described 
how he helps community members of all ages access resources and  
services, ranging from applying for benefits to locating low-cost furniture:

There are a lot of places you can go to get help, but people don’t know. So that’s what 
we do. There are different ways to help, not just giving money but orienting people, 
letting them know where to go.

Somali elders spoke about the ways they provide advice and assistance to 
newly arrived immigrants and refugees: 

When new people arrive, we teach them about the area—how to clean the apartment, how 
to talk to landlord, how to do things for themselves. One other thing we do for new people 
is we bring them to the play ground area where the community comes together. We kind of 
chat and try to help them with their problems…We even contribute whatever we have, as 
much we can. We give them things they don’t have…We arrange transportation for them.

Somali elders also organize community members to pick up newly arrived 
African immigrants and refugees at the airport and help them learn about 
American culture. 



DANciNG towArD A coMMuNitY oF ActivE SENiorS  

Ms. Xu (70) and Mr. Wang (75) are a couple living in Philadelphia. Ms. Xu  
met Mr. Wang, then an engineer, during her time in medical school in 
Shanghai, China. The physician and engineer married and had two sons. 
Fourteen years ago, their younger son moved to Philadelphia to pursue 
a doctoral degree at an area university. Mr. Wang and Ms. Xu retired and 
moved to the United States to support their son’s endeavor. 

Their first neighborhood was a close-knit community with many independent  
senior citizens who welcomed them. 

Mr. Wang recalls, “My neighbors knew about our difficulties, because my 
son was in school and out of the house most of the time. They knew we 
were by ourselves, so they do everything to help us.”

These American-born neighbors oriented them to American society. In  
return, they treated their neighbors to Chinese home cooking once a week.  
During winter, they shoveled snow for frail senior citizens. Though not  
fluent in English, the couple became close with their American neighbors.

But Ms. Xu and Mr. Wang left Drexel Hill to move to a different suburban 
town with their son, who had graduated and started a family. It was hard 
to make friends in their new neighborhood. “When kids are in school and 
adults are at work, we were left to ourselves,” the couple says. “We look at 
each other. We have nothing else to do…We are lonely. We can watch TV, 
but that is not satisfying. We need to interact with other people.” 

Eventually, Mr. Wang and Ms. Xu moved to an apartment in the city close 
to a senior center for Chinese elders, called Coffee Cup. They spend time 
at Coffee Cup and organize a fitness and recreational class at a nearby 
senior housing complex. Ms. Xu teaches a traditional dance class for  
seniors once a week, and Mr. Wang assists her. 

The class provides valuable physical and social engagement for seniors in 
their 70s and 80s, who, as Ms. Xu notes, “are more prone to depression.” 
She believes that classes like theirs can help elders “live a meaningful life. 
If they stay home and they are sad, there is no meaning to their life. Only 
through this, we can forget our age, that we are seniors.” 

Their own experience has shown them the importance of community. 
“Older folks need to talk to each other, need a place to get together,” Mr. 
Wang says. “The reason why we are teaching all these dancing [classes]  
is because we have to meet [each other], to interact. Our ultimate goal is  
to maintain our health. Only with health we can have a good living.” 

“ Our ultimate goal is to 
maintain our health. 
Only with health we 
can have a good living.”

Xin Rong Xu and Qin Chun Wang  Philadelphia, Pennsylvania18



Is Family Caregiving Civic Engagement?
Though we found that many elders provide great help to their families through child care, there is 
no consensus around whether family caregiving constitutes civic engagement. Some say that child 
care is internal to families and hinders elders from engaging with the community at large; others 
emphasize that it is a meaningful way to provide help and that elders who guide children fulfill  
important cultural roles. 

Focus group participants highlighted the crux of the debate with mixed commentary on family  
caregiving. One Somali elder considers himself a teacher to his grandchildren:
I teach them about the culture and how to work with the public and how to behave in public. I advise them 
about daily life.

A Mexican American community leader emphasized that caregiving by elders was essential to  
survival in families with incarcerated parents: 
There was a lot of gang activity in this area, and parents are in jail in some families. Grandparents may 
take over the parenting role for years.

Older immigrants stressed that caregiving allowed their children to engage in education or  
employment. A Latino elder commented with pride:
I do everything for [my daughter]. I wash, I cook for her, I clean the house because she is always working. 
She went to university, and she got her master’s.

An older Somali woman was particularly persuasive about the civic implications of the caregiving 
role she performed in her family, making it clear that without her help, her adult children would be 
unable to work to support their families:
I am attending six grandchildren. And they [her adult children] go out to work in the morning, all of  
them; I’m the one staying with the children. Imagine if all those people who are working, were on welfare,  
the government is paying all the money. I am making it easy on the government by taking care of my 
grandchildren. 

However, some informants felt that the caregiving roles they assumed when they came to the 
United States signified a loss of their status. According to a Vietnamese elder:
Vietnamese seniors [in their native country] were decision makers at home…But when they [moved] here, 
[they have] a language barrier, no means of transportation. They stayed at home acting like a babysitter. 
They cannot make money at such [an advanced] age. So, a few like to alienate, so a few [are in a] very  
bad [situation]. 

Similarly, a Mexican American elder resented playing the role of babysitter:
I don’t like the idea of my daughter-in-law [going] out dancing. We have to take care of the kids.  
That’s not what we are there for. That’s my life. 

19findings



Formal helping: assisting others in the community through an  

organization or institution 

Formal helping activities constitute helping others in the community 
through an agency, association, or other organized group. In addition  
to the informal helping activities, older immigrants indicated that they  
engaged in a variety of activities coordinated through senior centers,  
neighborhood or ethnic-based community centers, religious institutions, 
and schools.

The beneficiaries of these helping activities were often other immigrants 
within their own communities—a group that elders felt most prepared to 
assist because of their particular experiences and knowledge. 

Many participants described offering courses in their community or senior 
center. Others teach ESL to adult community members and their native 
language to youth, as this Vietnamese older immigrant from California 
described: 

I help seniors at the Asian American Senior Center. In collaboration with this center, 
I assist those who have English language barriers. I do not do the interpretation,  
but I help the seniors to fill out the applications and make referrals to other agencies  
whenever I can. On weekends, I volunteer to teach the Vietnamese language to  
children at the Vietnamese language center. 

One of the most frequent pathways to formal civic engagement activities 
for older immigrants is through active participation in their religious  
institutions. A Liberian immigrant from Philadelphia described the  
marriage counseling services he offers young couples:

[I serve as] a deacon in the church. I visit people who are having trouble in marriages.  
I have been married for so long, and I give advice like a counselor…The man mostly 
counsels the men and the woman counsels the women. 

Older immigrants also offered help to children through schools. An older 
Puerto Rican woman in Philadelphia volunteered daily over a period of 
two years in her granddaughter’s inner-city public school. This experience 
gave her an opportunity to work with a diverse population of students and 
practice the English she studied in her ESL class. Her native Spanish  
language was instrumental in helping Latino students who were newcomers  
to the United States (see Gloria Rivera’s story on p. 10). Chinese seniors 
spoke positively about their experience as cross-cultural educators at a 
local kindergarten class. Through a partnership between a senior center 
and a charter school, these elders gave presentations on Chinese food 
and language and taught traditional dances. One woman reflected: 

I think from this, we educated children about Chinese culture. They were very friendly 
and good to us.
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SENior cENtErS, SENior  
rESiDENcES AND SENior  
ASSociAtioNS

•			Developing	and	organizing	 
fitness, art, and other  
recreational activities for seniors

•		Organizing	cultural	celebrations

•			Teaching	fitness	and	art	classes	
for seniors

•			Providing	language	assistance,	
informal health advising, and 
system navigation for doctor’s 
appointments 

•			Translating	and	helping	people	
navigate immigration and other 
public agencies

ScHoolS

Ethnic-specific schools

•			Teaching	language	and	 
culture of native country to  
the younger generation

•		Teaching	traditional	dance	

local public schools

•			Presenting	language	and	 
culture as guest speakers

•			Helping	with	PTA	activities	
coordinated by their grown-up 
children

•			Serving	as	assistant	security	 
officer at inner-city schools

NEiGHBorHooD ASSociAtioNS 
AND EtHNic-BASED coMMuNitY 
cENtErS

•			Organizing	health	fairs	and	 
cultural celebrations

•		Running	food	programs

•		Cleaning	bike	trails

•			Serving	as	a	town	watch	member

•			Teaching	art	at	a	local	farmers’	
market

•			Working	with	police	for	 
neighborhood safety (report 
crimes, provide tips)

•			Assisting	people	in	need	
(disaster victims, sick elders, 
widows, etc.)

•			Teaching	ESL	and	computer	
classes

•			Translating	and	helping	people	
navigate the health care sys-
tem, immigration, and other 
public agencies

rEliGiouS iNStitutioNS 
(cHurcHES/tEMPlES/MoSquES)

•			Helping	out	pastors,	priests,	
monks

•		Cleaning	mosques

•			Teaching	culture	and	language	
of native country

•		Teaching	bible	classes

•			Organizing	health	fairs	and	
health screenings

•			Visiting	hospitals,	prisons,	
home-bound elderly

•			Providing	marriage	and	family	
counseling 

•			Resolving	conflicts	in	the	 
community

•			Providing	information	on	 
community resources, connecting  
people to people

•		Running	a	food	program

•			Assisting	people	in	need	
(newly arrived immigrants and 
refugees, disaster victims, sick 
elders, widows, etc.)

ExAmPLES OF FORmAL hELPIng



ExAmPLES OF gIvIng 

•			Developing	communal	funds	
within the ethnic community 
for weddings and funerals

•			Donating	items	for	disaster	
victims

•			Donating	funds	and	items	 
for church

•			Donating	funds	and	items	for	
newly arrived refugees 

•			Donating	funds	to	build	their	
own church/temple/mosque/
community center

•			Offering	donations	to	poor	
countries through a church

GiviNG
Donating funds and items to people in need

Despite the fact that many of the focus group participants were struggling 
financially themselves, they donated funds and items to people in greater 
need, including newly arrived immigrants and refugees, widows, and 
newly married couples. The list at left provides examples of the donations 
participants offered.

The Liberian community in Philadelphia, which had endured many  
hardships in its native country, creates communal funds for those in need. 
One focus group participant explained that she collects tin cans and sells 
them to the recycling center so that she can donate $10 each month for 
new couples or widows in the community.

Both Vietnamese and East African refugees indicated that they donate 
funds to build new churches, mosques, and temples in their communities. 
Hassan Bulle (see story on page 14) described how East African refugees 
raised money and built many mosques in the Atlanta area. Because elders 
are	generally	the	most	influential	group	in	the	community,	they	often	take	 
the leadership in fundraising. Building a community center or religious 
building is an important step for newcomers. Once these places are  
established, they become a site to encourage involvement in a variety  
of other civic engagement activities.

lEADiNG
Activities designed to mobilize other community members in efforts to  

benefit the community or support a cause 

Focus group participants indicated that they were involved in both formal 
(e.g., serving as a board member of an organization) and informal (e.g., 
advising younger people) leadership positions.

ForMAl lEADiNG. A number of Chinese seniors in Orange County were 
leaders of the Chinese Evergreen Association, a social organization for 
Chinese elders run mainly by volunteers. Other participants were founders  
and leaders of the Asian American Senior Citizens Service Center, a  
nonprofit organization that serves all Asian seniors in the area. Many of 
these participants had already retired or reduced their work loads and 
were involved in multiple leadership activities within a variety of volunteer  
organizations. As one elder shared: 

Not too long ago, I retired. And I’m very active in the community. [I am] chairman  
of the Chinese Cultural Association. Sixteen years ago, I started working at the 
senior center in Santa Ana, and I am still co-president. I went to Cal State Fullerton 
to give speeches many times regarding the Asian senior care.
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ExAmPLES OF LEAdIng 

•	 	Developing	an	ethnic	 
community center

•			Collaborating	with	other	 
agencies to write grants

•	 	Operating	an	employment	 
program for seniors

•	 	Organizing	skill-building	 
opportunities for community 
members

•	 	Serving	as	president,	committee	 
chair, or board member of an 
ethnic-based association,  
senior citizen’s council,  
neighborhood association, etc. 

•	 	Performing	a	wedding	 
ceremony as a civic servant or 
religious leader

•	 	Organizing	community	to	 
provide support for people in 
need, including newly arrived 
refugees

Members of this focus group were well-integrated into American main-
stream society; some had completed graduate degrees in the United 
States. In general, this group of elders was more economically stable  
than participants of the other focus groups. They possessed the system 
knowledge and skill set to connect their organizations to resources  
available in the broader community and were able to help create culturally  
appropriate programs that respond to the real needs of Asian seniors.

iNForMAl lEADiNG. Many East African elders in the Atlanta focus groups 
were formidable community leaders, though some had limited English 
language proficiency and native language literacy skills. These participants  
saw themselves as the voices of wisdom in their community. As one  
Somali	elder	said,	reflecting	a	vision	of	old	age	quite	different	from	that	 
of mainstream American culture:

I am 80 years old. When I became my age, there is a lot of responsibility that you 
have to do. 

Several assumed leadership roles in the management of a community 
burial and wedding fund, the resettlement of newly arrived refugee families,  
and the organization of community resources to support community 
members in crisis. A community leader from Atlanta’s East African  
communities shared a story of elders who led the community to organize 
support for a young widow. After her husband was killed in a car accident, 
the woman was faced with supporting two young children, one of whom 
had a critical heart condition:

When he [the husband] passed away, it was a very surprising shock in the community.  
The wife had a little baby less than two years old. His wife didn’t know how to 
drive. Elderly persons organize the young guys and give advice and show how to do 
things. More than 40 guys came and contributed money—around $7,000. One of 
the main things we did was to teach her how to drive…She went through so many 
things, but because of the community she survived. Now she can do most of the 
things on her own.
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ExAmPLES OF  
InFLuEnCIng 

•	 	Advocating	for	increased	
funding and services for their 
community

•	 	Writing	articles	for	ethnic	
newspapers

•	 	Voicing	opinions	on	 
socio-political issues through 
ethnic radio programs

•	 	Advocating	against	crime	in	
the neighborhood

•	 	Participating	in	a	state-wide	
rally to recognize the former 
Vietnamese	flag

iNFluENciNG
Activities designed to impact policy and effect social change

Influencing	activities	are	designed	to	revise	existing	or	create	new	 
policies and advocate for social change; examples are voting, participating  
in	rallies	to	influence	a	political	cause,	and	advocating	for	social	services	
and benefits. 

Elders in the focus groups participated in these activities less frequently 
than they engaged in other civic engagement activities and often  
required support and assistance to become involved. For example, a 
group of Philadelphia Latino seniors attended a congressional hearing  
in Washington, D.C., to advocate for continued funding for people with  
Alzheimer’s and dementia. The trip was coordinated by their senior housing  
director and a representative from the Alzheimer’s Association, who 
provided transportation and bilingual interpretation for participants. 
Similarly, a group of Chinese seniors advocated for continued funding for 
Medicare and Medicaid. This event was organized by a community leader 
who was well-known to the participants. His comments demonstrate the 
importance of an explicit invitation by a bilingual individual whom the 
group in question knows well:

Last year I organized an event, and a lot of Chinese seniors came to address issues 
around Medicare/Medicaid. They did not have any hesitation to speak out. But  
they wouldn’t probably have come if it was just announced in general, because  
I personally asked them. So if you create a volunteering opportunity and just  
announce it, it would not work. They have to know you, and you have to really  
know them and be trusted.

While involvement in these activities was relatively infrequent, such  
activities represent an important opportunity for older immigrants to 
learn about issues that affect their communities, to learn to successfully 
navigate U.S. systems, and to engage in democratic processes. 

PArticiPAtiNG
regular involvement in an ongoing activity, such as an ESl class, or in a 

membership association

Participating in formal activities enables foreign-born elders to develop 
their skills and abilities and can lead to other civic engagement activities.  
The list on the next page at right provides examples of the ways in which 
older immigrants participated in organized activities at senior centers and 
religious institutions.
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Participation is especially important for older immigrants and refugees,  
as they may be unaware of formal opportunities for civic engagement  
(Ramakrishnan & Viramontes, 2006). Participation in a class or association  
provides an avenue for elders to learn of potential civic engagement  
opportunities and may lead directly to other civic engagement activities. 
For example, one woman’s participation in a cultural festival led to her 
being recruited for her local town watch association. 

These activities may also lead to opportunities to participate in conferences  
and training sessions within the broader community. For example, some 
of the residents who volunteer for the town watch in a Latino senior  
residence attended a city-wide town watch conference and training session.  
The staff member of the residence commented: 

They have the opportunity to know the mayor, the police commissioner, different 
police districts. They have an opportunity to meet with the community leader… 
Then they have an opportunity to be recognized. 

This conference enabled older immigrants to work with native-born  
residents and to learn about local elected officials.

ExAmPLES OF  
PARTICIPATIng 

•	 Taking	ESL	classes

•	 Attending	a	cultural	festival

•	 Joining	senior	centers	

•	 	Participating	in	a	city-wide	
town watch or a neighborhood 
association

•	 Attending	religious	services
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mOTIvATIOn FOR  
CIvIC EngAgEmEnT 

•	 Giving	back	

•	 Connection	and	purpose

•	 Faith

•	 	Influencing	younger	 
generations and preserving 
culture

•	 	Addressing	community	 
concerns

why Elders Become Civically Involved
Immigrants’ motivation to become involved in civic engagement activities 
and the focus of their engagement are affected by many factors, including  
education level, socioeconomic status, number of years in the United 
States, and stage of acculturation. For recent immigrant and refugee  
communities, the impetus for civic engagement often came from the 
needs of families who struggle financially and cope with the difficulties 
of adjusting to life in this country. Immigrants who were more financially 
secure and had lived in the United States for a longer period of time often 
described a broader range of motivations for engagement. Many expressed  
the feeling that, having been fortunate enough to have benefited from the  
education and freedom they received in the United States, they bear a  
responsibility to assist new immigrants as well as other community members.

While there were differences among the immigrant communities’ motivation  
for civic engagement, several common themes emerged when focus group 
participants discussed their reasons for community involvement. 

“GiviNG BAck”
A	desire	among	participants	to	“give	back”	or	to	help	others	because	of	the	
opportunities they themselves had received emerged as a theme across 
ethnicity and socioeconomic classes. Chinese older adults in Orange County,  
the	most	affluent	and	well-educated	of	all	the	focus	group	participants,	 
expressed their appreciation to be part of U.S. society, which has provided 
them with quality education and a life of freedom. One Chinese elder noted:

We feel very lucky to come to this country early, got educated, and we mingle into the 
main society and live our lives very freely. This country protects us, and everything 
[is] very good, so while we have it why not [help others]?

This sentiment is close to the traditional form of volunteering that  
focuses on helping those who are less fortunate. The majority of the 
other focus group participants, however, were immigrants and refugees 
who experience daily obstacles, including language barriers and financial 
insecurity.	Nevertheless,	a	similar	desire	to	“give	back”	was	expressed	by	
these elders. They were grateful for the help they received in this country, 
especially from the local senior services and ethnic-based social agencies. 

coNNEctioN AND PurPoSE
Many elder participants who no longer work or take care of family members  
expressed their desire to connect with others and contribute in meaningful  
ways. Some indicated that they found fulfillment in helping to engage others.  
An older Chinese couple in Philadelphia started teaching dance classes at their 
senior residence in order to build new relationships (see their profile on p. 18).
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A Somali woman who had been a seamstress but is no longer able to 
work because of her health said that she tailors clothes free of charge for 
refugees who do not have money to buy or tailor their clothes:

One of the reasons I’m doing the sewing, tailoring things, is that it will give me a 
sense of working. It will give me happiness doing things. And all my family, they go 
to work early in the morning. I’m by myself at home. I don’t get [bored if I sew]. 

FAitH
Older immigrants of different faiths discussed their religious convictions  
as a motivation to become civically engaged. A Liberian woman said: 

The Lord will smile in your face knowing that you are doing something for somebody 
who needs it…it is good in the sight of God to do good. So, you are serving God and 
your friend or neighbor. 

A Muslim older woman shared her feeling that helping others is sacred 
and will benefit future generations:

Doing good is sacred because the good that you do, you will not get it directly, but 
the reward may come to your children. Somehow, somewhere, someone will help your 
children, and it will be the same good that you did, which was never lost. 

The	religious	beliefs	of	older	immigrants	can	influence	their	willingness	 
to make their service activities visible both within and outside their  
communities. An Ethiopian community leader commented:

Muslim elders from East Africa don’t want to be known that they did a volunteer  
job…The religious way is that if you give away, you don’t want to show [it]…If you 
want to help the poor, you just help the person and leave.

This sense of private good works that remain confidential was expressed 
by other ethnic groups and is quite different from the typical American 
practice of public recognition for community service. 

iNFluENciNG YouNGEr GENErAtioNS AND  
PrESErviNG culturE
For many older immigrants and refugees, passing down cultural values 
from their native country to grandchildren and other young people is 
a strong motivation for civic engagement. For example, a Puerto Rican 
woman was motivated to volunteer in her local public school because of 
her concerns about the behavior of young people in her community:

I see a lot of [students] roaming the streets, lost, and I can only imagine the  
suffering their mothers must be going through. We won’t have any young people  
if they continue this way. That’s the problem. 
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BuilDiNG coMMuNitY—PrESErviNG culturE  
AND lANGuAGE 
Mr. Troko (76) knows the importance and difficulty of survival. A refugee 
and civil war survivor from Liberia, he came to the United States in 2003. 

In Philadelphia, Mr. Troko teaches his native language, Dan, to young  
Liberians. A witness to tremendous violence during the civil war, Mr. Troko 
explains why he wants his grandsons to speak this language:

Before the war, people didn’t want their children to speak the dialect. They thought 
English is the important language. Then, the freedom fighters came and asked them 
and told them to speak Dan—if you are Dan, you should be able to speak it. [They 
said] “Why you can’t speak Dan? You must be our enemy,” and then they killed them. 
Because of that, now we teach them good English, but also teach them to speak Dan 
and also other native language like Bassa…So, this time, we will absolutely teach our 
own children our own dialects.

Mr. Troko hopes to return to Liberia to help people in his country. He tries 
to preserve his culture in the States, but worries that younger generations 
will forget Liberian values. He says:

Some [of my grandchildren] are born here, some become American citizens, and they 
don’t want to go to Africa because they don’t know the life in Africa. But we can teach 
them the life of Africa. 

As Mr. Troko cares for his grandchildren, he instructs them in traditional 
values, such as the importance of conservation: 

I am trying to teach them to take time. Take time to eat. Don’t spend all the money at 
once…keep it and maintain it. Save it. 

Mr. Troko says he naturally leads in the Liberian community because  
he was a respected leader in Liberia. He worked as a carpenter and a 
missionary and learned English. War interrupted his college education,  
so he now attends the College of Theology in Pennsylvania.

To aid the survival of his Liberian community, he teaches English  
and offers marriage counseling and conflict resolution services at a  
community center. Many of his students had no formal education in  
Liberia, so Mr. Troko teaches basic writing and practical skills, such  
as making phone calls.

Mr. Troko appreciates his life in the United States. “America gives so much 
to our people,” he says. He asks other Liberians to learn as much as possible  
in this country, so they can preserve their culture and rebuild Liberia:

So I teach, they learn, and they will teach others, their children. If God helps us and we 
go back to Africa, they will respect us. Then they [Liberians in the States] will help the 
country after the war.

“ So I teach, they learn, 
and they will teach 
others, their children.”

Samuel Troko  Philadelphia, Pennsylvania28
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Many participants were troubled by the loss of traditional values and  
their native language among the younger generation in their community. 
Vietnamese	elders	in	Atlanta	discussed	the	“cultural	tension”	they	 
observe in families and the community:

Vietnamese custom is…different from American custom. American school wants to 
train the young to be self-dependent, but in Vietnam, the family wants a relationship 
between the children and the parents. Sometimes, they have problem.

Elders expressed their strong desire to preserve their language and  
cultural values by imparting cultural values to their own grandchildren or 
teaching classes at temples, churches, and mosques. A Vietnamese elder 
shared that he volunteers to teach language and culture to American-born 
Vietnamese college students in preparation for visiting Vietnam.

Motivated by a desire to transmit to younger generations their respect for 
academic excellence, the Orange County focus group elders were heavily 
involved with a Saturday Chinese school: 

In the Chinese community, traditionally, we emphasize education. We are very 
famous for that. In the Los Angeles area, we have 300 Chinese schools. In Irvine, we 
have about three or four Chinese schools. And basically a kind of philosophy we have 
is that not only the students attend regular class but use their Sunday or Saturday 
to study the mother language.

ADDrESSiNG coMMuNitY coNcErNS
Focus group participants expressed a variety of concerns for their families 
and communities and a desire to address the problems they observed. 
For many Somalis, helping new immigrants who are struggling to adjust 
to life in the United States is a priority:

When people come to this new country, what you need is an organized community. 
We need to organize ourselves to have a community so we can talk about all [the] 
problems we have in this new country.

Other concerns expressed included challenges faced by the elderly, such 
as isolation, health problems, and financial struggles. Elders volunteered 
to help other seniors because they believe that many seniors are isolated 
and/or neglected by their own family and community. 

Elders expressed  
their strong desire  
to preserve their  
language and cultural 
values by imparting 
cultural values to their 
own grandchildren.



how Elders Connect with Civic  
Opportunities
While older immigrants’ motivation to become civically engaged is an 
important component, it alone does not automatically lead to elders  
successfully connecting with opportunities that suit their skills and 
interests.	Several	mediating	factors	influence	if	and	how	elders	become	
engaged in their communities. For example, the physical infrastructure 
of the community significantly impacts elders’ ability to participate in 
civic engagement activities. The existence of public transportation and 
buildings accessible to elders are key factors that can facilitate or impede 
involvement. Experiences in their native country and cultural conceptions 
of	civic	engagement	also	influence	their	participation.	

The	data	reveal	several	key	mediating	factors	that	influence	whether	older	
immigrants successfully connect with civic engagement activities, including  
both individual factors (stage of life, health status, English language  
proficiency, familiarity with U.S. systems, and cultural views of civic  
participation) and community factors, in particular, civic connectors (ethnic-
based social service agencies, religious institutions, informal groups,  
and family members) that can facilitate community involvement. 

iNDiviDuAl FActorS
StAGE oF liFE

Many older immigrants and refugees referred to their current stage of 
life as one of the factors that affected their civic involvement. As their 
children and grandchildren grew up and their parenting responsibilities 
decreased, many of them searched for new roles and ways to connect to 
others. Retirement benefits and Social Security income increased the 
ability of some elders to participate in civic activities. 

A bilingual Chinese elder from Orange County who teaches a computer 
class to a diverse group of older immigrant and refugees commented: 

They came with their families to the United States 10 to 12 years ago…their duty 
was to take care of their grandchildren. Now their daughters and sons grow older and 
they don’t need them, so they come out of the house. Now they said they had to come 
to learn English and learn computers…they have to catch up with the rest of the people.

A Puerto Rican woman also shared her story of getting a second chance to 
be involved with her family’s education. As a single mother of three who 
supported her children through a series of low-wage factory jobs, she had 
no time to become engaged in her community. But now that her children 
are grown, she has become an active volunteer in her granddaughter’s 
school, something she was unable to do with her own children. 

FACTORS InFLuEnCIng  
COnnECTIOn wITh 
CIvIC EngAgEmEnT 
OPPORTunITIES 

iNDiviDuAl FActorS

•		Stage	of	life

•		Health	status

•			English	proficiency	and	 
knowledge of U.S. systems

•			Cultural	view	of	civic	 
participation

coMMuNitY FActorS:  
civic coNNEctorS

•			Ethnic-based	social	service	
agencies

•		Religious	institutions

•		Informal	groups

•		Family	members
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Sometimes a change in relationship status, such as the death of a spouse, 
initiated older immigrants’ participation in civic engagement. An older 
Mexican American woman said that she became involved in her senior 
center and block association after she and her husband divorced:

[I started to get involved] when I was separated from my husband because he 
wouldn’t like me going out to [community] meetings.

HEAltH StAtuS

Many elders in the focus groups said that health is a key factor in  
determining whether they can participate in community activities. Some 
seniors described daily lives that were severely limited by multiple health 
problems. An interpreter described the health challenges of an older Liberian  
female refugee who suffers from injuries she received during the war:

She suffers from high blood pressure, so she does nothing. Even to go up the stairs, 
she goes crawling. She said that she doesn’t understand or speak English, so she  
depends on her children. I have come to help them learn how to read and dial numbers.  
Every Sunday, they go to church.

While this woman’s life was severely restricted by her health problems, 
she was still able to participate in religious activities and had begun to 
take part in English classes through her church. Many of the focus group 
participants, even those with health problems, expressed an interest in 
finding a way to be productive and to contribute to the community. 

ENGliSH ProFiciENcY AND kNowlEDGE oF u.S. SYStEMS 

The majority of the older immigrants and refugees who participated in the 
focus groups had limited English proficiency. Some of those who entered 
the United States as refugees were unable to complete their educations 
due to war and therefore had minimal literacy in their native languages. 
Many participants had worked long hours to support their families and 
had limited time to take English classes. These elders discussed limited 
English proficiency as a major barrier in their daily lives and their ability to  
become involved in activities beyond their immigrant/refugee communities.  
A Chinese senior described the impact of his limited English skills: 

One of the…major obstacle[s] for us is our language ability. If this were in China, 
then, of course, we could do that. In China there are a lot of things the seniors can 
do. They can group together and make sure their area is safe. They can organize 
something like the town watch. 

Limited language and literacy skills also impact older immigrants’ ability 
to learn of community resources and opportunities for civic engagement. 
A Latino community leader commented:

These elders  
discussed limited 
English proficiency  
as a major barrier  
in their daily lives  
and their ability to  
become involved in 
activities beyond their 
immigrant/refugee 
communities.
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They listen to the radio, but the [Latino] radio program here is very much youth-
oriented. There is TV programs but there is no local content. So they are not exposed 
to information that increases their awareness of what is going on.

However, lack of English proficiency does not mean that elders cannot 
become civically engaged. Though many of the elders from Somalia and 
Ethiopia lacked English skills, the traditional cultural values in these 
communities, in which elders are respected and revered, gave them the 
authority to organize services for those less fortunate.

Other examples of civic involvement by non-English speaking elders 
included Vietnamese seniors who teach Vietnamese culture and language 
to young generations at their church, Latino men who drive other seniors 
to doctors’ appointments and shopping, a Liberian church leader who 
provides marriage and family counseling in the community, a Liberian 
woman who grows vegetables to share with her community, and Somali 
seniors who call in to an Eastern African community radio talk show to 
discuss current problems in the community. 

culturAl viEw oF civic PArticiPAtioN

Data from the focus groups and interviews demonstrated that immigrants’ 
culturally	informed	views	of	civic	participation	are	influenced	by	the	
political system of their native countries, the way that civic engagement 
is organized in their native countries, and their cultures’ values regarding 
family and community responsibility. 

Political system of the native country. The willingness of older immigrants  
and refugees to engage in civic activities—particularly leadership and 
advocacy	roles—is	influenced	by	the	extent	to	which	the	political	system	
in their country of origin suppressed or encouraged political activism 
and dissent (Carnegie Corporation of New York, 2003). A Chinese Senior 
Center coordinator explained why many older immigrants from mainland 
China are uncomfortable speaking up about issues that affect them:

Since around 1900 to all the way to the Tiananmen Square incident, they’re  
in turmoil. People were forced to speak against each other to support the central  
government to denounce each other. So seniors here are more reserved, and they are 
not as vocal. A few would stand up and speak up their opinions. 

When speaking of his willingness to become involved in civic engagement,  
an older Vietnamese refugee related that he had been held prisoner by 
the Communist regime after the war in Vietnam. After his release, he and 
other former prisoners were barred from engaging in community activities:

Other detainees, when they were released, the local police didn’t allow them to  
participate in the community activities.

Immigrants’ culturally  
informed views of  
civic participation  
are influenced by the 
political system of  
their native countries, 
the way that civic  
engagement is  
organized in their  
native countries, and 
their cultures’ values  
regarding family and 
community responsibility.
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community work in the native country. Many older immigrants and 
refugees observed differences between the concept of volunteerism in the 
United States and the informal helping activities offered to community 
members in their native countries. According to a Chinese elder:

Here volunteering activities are organized by an agency or center or wherever. [In 
China], a lot of communities activities are self-motivated by some individual. If  
somebody comes up with an idea, like, bring that radio into the park…and start  
exercising, people would join. They [these activities] are not organized by an organization.

Community-based help and support are traditions of many Muslim  
and African cultures. Liberians, Somalis, and Ethiopians discussed how 
they carry out these traditions in their own ethnic communities in the 
United States:

What we do for the community is that we always put aside money in an emergency 
fund for bereavement, weddings, and when a friend or family member is on hardship 
and is not able to feed their family. All of this will go to the rescue of that person. 

Many elders believe that once agencies are involved, people are  
consumed by paperwork. One senior offered this insight on the difference 
between Liberian and American volunteer work:

The difference between here and Liberia is that the help that is given here has to do 
with records and paperwork, but the help back home—there are no records or paper. 
They do it just because, and they do it over and over. The help here is different. 

Participants expressed concern that formalizing informal civic activities 
would diminish their genuine desire to help.

cultural values of family and civic duty. The roles and responsibilities of 
older generations vary from culture to culture. These cultural differences 
influence	why	and	how	elders	participate	in	their	communities.	For	many	
immigrant and refugee seniors, looking after children is a lifelong  
responsibility. A Liberian elder explained:



Participants expressed 
concern that  
formalizing informal 
civic activities would 
diminish their genuine 
desire to help.
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Big difference is that here in America, when your child is 18 years old, boom, they 
are out on their own. At home, your child is 30, 35, 40, and they are still at home. 
Here at 18 you are considered a man or a woman, but back home a child 35, 40 
still lives in your household and you still help them. There is no age limit. 

Chinese elders clearly articulated that their first priority is toward the  
family, not the larger community:

Most important in Chinese culture is to talk about family. The family, integrity of 
the family, is the core of everything. Therefore, the parents sacrifice for the children…
We feel that the children brought up in the community are not really the  
community’s responsibility; it’s the family’s responsibility. Family is the first one 
to guide the student, the kids, and then they grow up in the community. That’s the 
philosophy from Confucius.

This does not mean that these Chinese seniors are not engaged in the 
community; rather, it explains their focus on fostering academic and civic 
values among their children and grandchildren:

We spend a lot of time and effort, like started this Chinese school. We volunteer. We 
make a model for children to watch what we’re doing; therefore, they understand how 
hard we work for them and for this kind of involvement…at the same time, all the 
students in the Chinese schools become friends and create competition among them…
And what happens is it encourages the student to work hard to be a better citizen, 
better student.

In contrast, African focus group participants did not make a distinction 
between family and community. A Liberian community leader articulated 
this	by	saying,	“For	Liberians,	family	is	the	community,	community	is	the	
family,	so	whatever	they	do	benefit[s	the]	community.”

In both Ethiopian and Liberian culture, elders are the leaders and  
decision makers in their families and communities. Traditionally, they 
have had the responsibility for mobilizing the younger generations. As 
one elder said:

Because of our tradition to respect elders, people listen to seniors. They often advise 
people and resolve conflicts in the families and in the community. Younger people 
listen to older people. 

However, elders’ roles and responsibilities are changing as younger  
generations assimilate into American culture. Some of the participants 
who lived in senior housing indicated that they had fewer responsibilities 
for their children and grandchildren. They do participate in senior housing 
activities, and some volunteer through agencies. 



coMMuNitY FActorS: tHE rolE oF civic coNNEctorS
Elders who belong to a community where there are strong leaders, social  
networks, and agencies to connect and mobilize them have a greater 
chance to actualize their desire to help others. Data from the focus groups 
demonstrate	that	these	“civic	connectors”	play	an	important	role	in	 
facilitating elders’ civic engagement. A connector can be an ethnic-based 
social service agency, a church or a mosque, or a place where immigrants 
gather informally, such as a neighborhood coffee shop or senior center. 
An individual, such as a trusted community leader, family member, or  
a staff member at a resettlement agency, may also take on the role of 
“civic	connector.”

EtHNic-BASED SociAl SErvicE AGENciES 

Because the focus group participants were recruited through ethnic-based 
senior centers and senior residences, the majority of the participants were 
connected with these organizations. Many commented that these centers 
link them to current events, community activities, and fellow immigrant 
elders. Chinese seniors in Philadelphia were grateful for a senior center 
where they could associate with other older adults who share the same 
language and culture and where ESL classes and programming in their 
native language are offered. Vietnamese seniors who attend a senior 
program at a community center said that they have become an informal 
network that provides support for one another:

Now we have about 50 members every week…Most of us are retired, so we have time 
to come. We want to come here to meet our friends of the same age to discuss about 
family or sickness. 

If anyone in the group is sick, I would go to his or her family or to the hospital to  
visit …Besides that, [if] there is some member [who] needs to get around but they 
don’t have transportation or they cannot speak English, so we help them and take 
them to the hospital or go to the government agency. 

Bilingual staff members at these ethnic-based programs play a critical  
role as civic connectors. They encourage immigrants to be active, be  
informed, and think critically about community concerns. A Latino  
residence coordinator commented:

[In the past] people saw problems, or wanted to see change and had opinions, but 
they talked behind people’s back. But providing presentation[s], they [the elders] 
become more informed…Many times, after presentation, they are quiet. Then I ask 
them, “Oh, come on, nobody has questions, nobody says anything?” Then they raise 
hands and ask question and the rest will do the same, they feel more comfortable…I 
tell them they don’t need to be afraid…I encourage them to speak. I try to bring 
them together…I support them because that’s what they need.
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Staff members of agencies who serve immigrant and refugee populations 
are often from the same communities and share similar immigration 
experiences. Many of them develop personal relationships with elders, 
which helps solidify their role as civic connectors. For example, Somali 
refugees talked about a staff member from a resettlement agency who 
helped them when they arrived in the United States. Having stayed in 
touch with one another, he now connects them with newly arrived refugee 
families so they can provide assistance.

rEliGiouS iNStitutioNS 

Many focus group participants are involved with churches, temples, or 
mosques. For these individuals, a faith community is an important center 
of civic engagement activities. Churches and temples offer volunteer  
opportunities, such as visits to comfort people in local hospitals and 
prisons. These institutions organize trips to their native countries to help 
the	poor.	Such	efforts	probably	could	not	occur	without	a	“connector”	like	
a religious institution with which elders feel strongly associated. 

A Mexican American elder in California described the way that his church, 
under	his	leadership,	acts	as	a	“broker”	for	services	within	the	community,	
helping community members locate and navigate needed services:

When you’re involved, you don’t have to go out looking for people to help. People 
come to you. So they come and they ask us if there’s help at church for people. So, 
then if they know of a place or someone in the church who can help them…they send 
it to that person, and that person will help them…

iNForMAl NEtworkS

Many seniors and community leaders highlighted the importance of 
neighborhood-based groups led by community members. Most of  
these groups are informal networks without formal nonprofit status.  
Independently organized and managed through immigrant community 
members, they serve to connect people, organize resources and funds  
for needy community members, and advocate for change. East African 
elders discussed the various ways that they connect people in need  
with resources:

We elderly try to find whoever is special. For example, if Mr. O is good for translating 
for immigration cases, so, we ask Mr. O to help [when someone in the community 
has an immigration problem]…If somebody is unable to pay rent, we send Mr. H, 
who is respected in the community. He will fund-raise for gas bill, electricity, for that 
family. So we have lots of responsibilities in the community.

These elders often gather in neighborhood parks, coffee shops, and small 
businesses frequented by African immigrant community members. These 
spaces serve as important facilitators for community connection and 
involvement.
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One Ethiopian senior described the more formal development of an  
ethnic community center created by the residents. This center functions 
as	a	“civic	connector”	that	helps	to	identify	the	assets	and	talents	of	the	
community and mobilize community members to provide support for  
residents in need:

This is how we [are] organized in the Oromo community…One person cannot do 
a lot of things by himself. We need to unite, so we can tackle all these problems and 
solve them. Everybody do what they can do. Most of those people have their own  
full-time job, but they work—volunteer—there at the Oromo center.

He emphasized the importance of services provided to members of their 
own community:

The good thing is when you have your own community organized and they see you 
doing something for them, they’re very excited and happy. When they see the people 
who speak their language working for the community, they’re very excited and happy.

FAMilY MEMBErS

Family	members,	especially	adult	children,	are	an	important	influence	
on elders’ community engagement. Some elders commented that their 
participation in civic engagement activities began because of their family 
members’ initial involvement. For example, a Puerto Rican woman  
became involved with charity activities through her daughter’s church:

[I started to volunteer] because my daughter is involved…My daughter is a drug 
and alcohol counselor. She’s been doing that for a year, and sometimes she has tables 
set up outside when they have a health fair [at their church], and I help her out.

A Chinese older immigrant in California began to volunteer in her  
granddaughter’s school because of her daughter’s participation:

My daughter is very active in her school, and she has several PTA projects for me to do…
Just last week, I helped the high school art class do a lot of sewing to finish their projects.

Initially, adult children may dissuade their parents from civic engagement 
activities out of concern for their security if they do not speak English. 
However, a Chinese leader of a senior center in California noted that once 
adult children become familiar with the center, they are more encouraging 
of their parents’ involvement: 

Sometimes the [adult] children are afraid for their mother or father because they go 
out and don’t speak the language…so they, kind of, limit their parents to do certain 
things to avoid any mistakes they might make. So, after they know us, they would let 
their parents participate.

The focus group data clearly show that trusted civic connectors are key to 
the civic engagement of older immigrants. 
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This research study sheds light on the multitude of ways that foreign-born 
elders build meaningful connections, make significant contributions to 
their world, and serve as leaders in their communities. The stories we 
heard from focus group participants and the input we received from  
leaders of immigrant-serving organizations gave us new insights into  
the	many	factors	that	influence	elders’	willingness	and	ability	to	fully	 
participate in their communities. 

major Findings
1. if “civic engagement” is broadly defined to include both informal 
and formal roles, many older immigrants and refugees are already 
involved in a variety of activities that benefit their families and  
communities. Older immigrants’ civic engagement activities tend to be 
carried out in their own ethnic communities, where they feel comfortable, 
have a sense of ownership, and want to address urgent needs. Examples 
included caring for sick neighbors; organizing the community to help new 
immigrants; teaching fitness, language, and computer classes; mediating 
family	and	community	conflicts;	and	advocating	for	increased	services.	
Many of these activities were interconnected, suggesting that one  
opportunity can become a pathway to a broader range of participation  
or a deeper level of engagement. 

2. Family caregiving is a major contribution made by many older  
immigrants and refugees. For many immigrant elders, family caregiving 
is a culturally significant way of contributing to society. Although civic 
engagement	is	often	considered	to	be	an	action	for	the	“public”	good,	 
the distinction between the public and private spheres may not be as 
clear in some immigrant communities as they are in American culture. 
Contributions made toward the community are closely connected with 
those made toward immediate and extended family networks. Raising the 
next generation, for example, may in various cultures be considered the 
greatest contribution one can make to the society at large. 

3. Some immigrant and refugee communities have maintained their 
cultural tradition of giving seniors authority and power. In such  
communities, many elders recognize their responsibility to serve as  
leaders	and	assume	the	“elder	role,”	despite	limited	English	language	
skills or professional experiences. Leadership roles described by focus 
group participants included managing community funds, assisting in the 
resettlement of newly arrived refugee families, and mobilizing younger 
generations to support community members in crisis. The prevalence of 
these traditional civic activities in communities that are less acculturated 
challenges the common assumption that only bilingual elders can assume 
leadership roles in their communities.

Conclusions

The distinction  
between the public 
and private spheres 
may not be as clear  
in some immigrant 
communities as they 
are in American culture.
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4. culture influences why and how older immigrants become engaged 
in their communities. Actions of foreign-born elders tend to be motivated 
by their sense of interconnectedness, which is grounded in their religious 
and cultural values. Elders often act in response to a sense of duty for  
the collective good, which transcends generations, such as transmitting 
cultural values and contributing to the well-being of future generations. 
Their shared experiences in their native country and the immigration/ 
resettlement	process	are	likely	to	influence	the	types	of	activities	in	which	
elders participate. Some may be less willing to engage in certain types 
of activities, such as agency-based volunteering or advocacy, because of 
their experiences in their home countries.

5. trusted ethnic-based organizations and religious institutions,  
immediate and extended family units, and informal social groups  
are civic connectors that facilitate elder engagement and can serve  
as access points to more formalized opportunities. The existence of 
civic connectors can increase the likelihood of elders becoming actively 
involved	in	their	communities.	Persons	of	influence	within	these	informal	
social networks, who may be invisible to members outside the community,  
are particularly helpful in connecting elders to opportunities and resources.
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uSiNG HEr MEDicAl kNowlEDGE to HElP  
FrAil ElDErS  
Melba is a retired physician who practiced medicine in New York and 
Puerto Rico for many years. Born and raised in the Dominican Republic,  
she came to the United States for a post-graduate internship at a hospital  
in New York City, where she met her husband and settled down to have 
a family. When Melba retired from medicine, she relocated to Atlanta to 
be closer to her son. She is now a 76-year-old grandmother of six who is 
using her bilingual skills and medical knowledge to help elders.

When Melba retired from her work, she thought about how she could 
use her free time meaningfully. She says:

I believe that God gives to you, for you to give. I have been so lucky that He has given 
me health and strength, and it is not for me to be home just wasting time. I can help 
other people.

Of the many needs she saw in the Atlanta community, the conditions of 
frail older adults most touched her: 

I see that nobody wants old people…They are a problem in their life, or too much of 
a headache. People who are homebound need somebody to cook for them, clean up for 
them, somebody to talk to them, somebody to help out. They are suffering, and there is 
nobody to help them.

Seeing frail elders left alone at home saddens her particularly because 
she would never witness such isolation in the Dominican Republic:

In my country, old people don’t live alone. They live with their families. They are  
family’s responsibility. They are taken care of by their families.

As a former doctor she wanted to support sick elders, so she decided 
to offer help through the Latin American Association (LAA), one of the 
largest Latino-serving nonprofit agencies in the area. The LAA provides 
a place for Melba to visit with her friends and to serve her community. 
Whenever LAA staff get a request to help a homebound older adult,  
they call Melba. She makes phone calls, takes people to their doctors’ 
appointments, and picks up their medicines.

Because Melba does not practice medicine any more, she does not  
provide any medical instruction or advice to the elders she serves.  
Yet her bilingual skills and knowledge of health care systems makes  
her more than a peer companion. She is conscientious about ensuring  
proper treatment and desired outcomes for the elders. She not only 
translates for doctors and nurses, but also helps elders understand  
their medical instructions.

“ I believe that God  
gives to you, for you 
to give. I have been 
so lucky that He has 
given me health and 
strength, and it is not 
for me to be home just 
wasting time. I can 
help other people.”

Melba Fiorentino  Atlanta, Georgia40
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Survey Responses
Focus group participants were asked to complete a checklist of 13 civic 
engagement activities by indicating which activities they might be  
interested in. The results are illustrated in the table below. 

Civic Engagement Activity
Percentage of Seniors  

Indicating Interest

Helping other elders 83%

Helping neighbors 82%

Helping recently arrived immigrants or refugees 79%

Helping at a church, temple, or mosque 70%

Donating money or items to charity or a  
nonprofit organization

67%

Helping at a community organization 66%

Helping to teach children or other adults 62%

Helping to organize a cultural event 64%

Voting 60%

Helping to improve services and benefits for  
immigrants and refugees

50%

Participating in ESL or citizenship class 47%

Volunteering to serve on a committee or board 39%

Taking part in rallies or protests 25%

The greatest number of participants expressed interest in helping other 
elders, neighbors in their immediate community, and recently arrived  
immigrants and refugees. These activities fell within the category of  
informal helping, which was of greatest interest to participants. Only a 
quarter of seniors reported interest in rallies or protests, an example of an 
influencing activity.	Seniors	expressed	greater	interest	in	influencing	through	
voting and helping to improve community services. The one leading activity 
on the checklist, serving on a committee or board, also had a low ranking.

Responses varied somewhat between ethnicities. Participants in the  
African refugee focus groups reported especially high rates of interest 
in both helping recently arrived immigrants and refugees and helping at 
a church, temple, or mosque. They were more interested in ESL classes 
than other participant groups. Chinese participants were least likely to 
want to help at churches, temples, or mosques, and also had the lowest  
interest in rallies and protests, while more than 90% reported wanting  
to help neighbors and other elders. Only 15% of Latino participants  
expressed interest in ESL classes. Vietnamese participants were the  
group most interested in helping to improve services and taking part  
in rallies and protests.
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Implications for Organizations and  
Community Leaders
viEwS oF ElDErS
A paradigm shift is needed in the way elder immigrants are perceived and 
treated in their communities. Organizations need to recognize that their 
older immigrant clients can also be contributors with whom they can partner 
to address community problems.

rEcoMMENDAtioNS

	 •			Take	the	time	to	build	trusting	relationships	with	elders.

	 •			Look	at	elders	as	contributors	and	partners,	enabling	them	to	both	
serve and be served.

	 •			Understand	the	unique	characteristics	and	cultural	experiences	of	
elders in order to help them find appropriate ways to contribute.

ElDEr rolES
A continuum of formal and informal roles should be available for elders 
to contribute to their own ethnic group and to the broader community. 
This requires acknowledging and building on informal civic practices as 
well as creating new opportunities.

rEcoMMENDAtioNS

	 •			Ask	elders	what	concerns	they	have	about	their	community,	as	well	
as asking them about their own personal interests and goals.

	 •			Create	roles	that	capture	elders’	longing	for	social	connections	and	
desire to transmit their cultural values and native language.

	 •			Develop	ways	to	enhance	or	complement	the	family	caregiving	role	
that many elders already play.

	 •			Create	opportunities	with	informal	working	structures	rather	than	
formalized roles.

outrEAcH to ElDErS
Understanding what drives immigrant elders to get engaged in their  
communities is a critical part of outreach efforts. Agencies unaccustomed 
to working with immigrant communities should take steps to establish 
mutually beneficial partnerships with civic connectors in these communities  
(e.g., immigrant and refugee-led organizations, churches, temples and 
mosques, ethnic senior centers or associations, community leaders, and 
family members).

“ A willingness to look to 
community members 
as experts is the key. 
This can be a tough 
task for all of us social 
service providers  
who feel we have a  
lot of answers.”

Senior Center Staff



rEcoMMENDAtioNS

	 •			Utilize	informal	leaders	and	other	trusted	sources	to	mobilize	 
other elders. 

	 •			Rather	than	asking	for	“volunteers,”	offer	opportunities	for	elders	 
to	“give	back”	to	people	in	need	and/or	preserve	their	culture	by	
passing on their knowledge to younger generations.

	 •			Focus	on	and	learn	about	elders’	motivations	and	preferences	
through observation rather than by direct questioning.

SuPPortiNG ElDErS
It is important to build on the strengths that elders possess and provide 
them with additional skills that will enable them to function effectively 
as community leaders. Having bilingual staff is key to engaging limited 
English speakers.

rEcoMMENDAtioNS

	 •			Assess	elders’	readiness	for	moving	into	civic	activities	beyond	their	
informal roles.

	 •			Develop	forms	of	recognition	that	are	culturally	appropriate	(e.g.,	
giving collective thanks to elders whose cultures avoid individual 
recognition).

	 •			Utilize	more	experienced	elders	as	trainers	and	mentors.

	 •			Be	willing	to	make	accommodations	to	meet	elders’	needs.

“ It is important to  
understand the  
historical events that 
spark the passions 
of older immigrants, 
then leverage those 
passions in your  
programs and in  
your reaching out  
to them.”

Community Leader
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Building Authentic Partnerships to Promote Older  
Immigrants’ Civic Engagement
Our investigation suggests that immigrant elders often engage with the community through social 
networks, community leaders and immigrant-serving agencies. Forming partnerships across  
different organizations or between formal organizations and informal groups can be an effective way 
to promote the community involvement of elders. This is particularly important for organizations  
unaccustomed to working with immigrant communities. Collaborating with civic connectors such  
as immigrant and refugee-led organizations, ethnic churches, temples and mosques, ethnic  
leaders and family members of elders, can help mainstream organizations build trust within an  
immigrant community and ultimately connect with its older members. This process takes time,  
patience, and understanding of cultural differences.

However many partnerships are not “authentic,” particularly those in which there are significant 
discrepancies in resources or statuses. Authentic partnerships exist when:

•	 partners	are	committed	to	achieving	shared	goals	and	mutually beneficial outcomes 

•	 	the	expertise,	skills,	and	experiences	of	all	participants,	especially	the	skill	sets	that	immigrant-led	 
community based organizations and community members possess, are acknowledged and valued

•	 mutual	trust	and	respect	are	at	the	core	of	the	relationship

•	 decisions	are	made	jointly	and	all	opinions	are	honored

•	 there	is	a	balance	of	power	and	resources	are	shared

•	 communication	among	partners	is	open,	clear	and	ongoing

In addition to working together on specific programs, partnering organizations should consider expanding  
their work to promote positive public perceptions of older adults, immigrants, and refugees, and to 
advocate for more services and policy changes that remove systemic barriers to civic engagement.
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Implications for Further Research
While contributing to our understanding of the civic contributions of  
older immigrants and refugees, this study was limited in scope and  
involved a number of different immigrant and refugee groups, which  
necessitated generalizations across distinct cultural communities.  
Further research is necessary to obtain a more in-depth understanding 
of foreign-born elders’ civic participation. Questions that deserve further 
research include the following:

	 •			How	do	cultural	views	of	civic	participation,	experiences	in	 
the native country, and cultural values of family and civic duty 
impact the civic engagement interest and motivations of specific 
cultural groups?

	 •			How	do	differences	in	age	cohort,	socioeconomic	status,	gender,	
and immigration cohort (e.g., first, 1.5, or second generation)  
influence	participation	in	civic	engagement	activities?

	 •			What	are	promising	practices	for	explicitly	encouraging	civic	 
engagement activities among newcomers and the receiving  
community in order to facilitate immigrant integration and  
cross-cultural understanding? 

	 •			What	are	best	practices	for	creating	authentic	partnerships	between	
community organizations and older immigrants and refugees? What 
resources, tools, and capacity building are necessary to encourage 
authentic partnerships?

	 •			This	report	illustrates	the	vitality	of	informal	helping	within	 
immigrant communities. In what ways can organizations support 
these helping networks while valuing their strength and integrity? 
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Nancy Cheng  Orange County, California 

BiliNGuAl ElDErS iN lEADErSHiP   
Nancy Cheng is an older Chinese immigrant who came to the United 
States at the age of 17 and then received her education as a nurse.  
She became deeply involved in community activities after her retirement 
and her husband’s death. She estimates that she volunteers more than 
20 hours per week. Of her community involvement, she says:

I feel that since I still have good health, I can contribute…Besides, my calling is to help 
people because nurses help people…All my life, I wanted to be a nurse.

Nancy’s civic involvement began through her church. While on the church’s  
board, she helped to start bilingual masses in Spanish, Filipino, and  
Mandarin. Later, she began to take Tai Chi classes through the Irvine 
Senior Center. She enjoyed the center and the mix of different ethnicities 
there. Because of her nursing background and bilingual skills, Nancy  
volunteered at the center’s adult day care program, which provides respite  
care services for dementia patients living at home. Nancy served on the 
center’s board of directors for seven years and is currently the treasurer. 

Nancy also joined the Irvine Multicultural Association, of which she is now 
president. Her neighborhood organization also elected her president. 

When asked how her Chinese culture influences her civic involvement, 
Nancy replies that because she has lived in the States for 40 years, her 
civic involvement has been deeply influenced by American culture and its 
positive view of civic engagement: 

When I came to this country, it changed me. It gave me a different outlook to get 
involved…The Chinese elderly usually stay close to their own family…They don’t do 
any community work back home…The [Chinese] who went to school and were educated 
here are more like me.

The difference in attitudes about civic involvement influences foreign-born  
elders’ decisions about formalizing their community groups. While  
president of the Chinese Evergreen Association, a social organization for 
Chinese elders, Nancy encouraged the group to seek funding to support 
its many activities, but she faced resistance from members: 

I tried to write for a grant, but most Chinese here are more conservative. They feel that 
if they get grants, [the funding agency] will dominate you or control you.

Nancy suggests offering personal help to elders to encourage them to 
get involved. She often gives rides to other seniors who don’t have  
transportation to get to events:

There are a lot of opportunities for them to do volunteer work, even if they don’t speak 
the language. 

Nancy’s story demonstrates how bilingual and bicultural elders can hold 
leadership roles in both mainstream and ethnic organizations.

“ When I came to this 
country, it changed 
me. It gave me a  
different outlook  
to get involved.”
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Organizational Profiles

The following profiles illustrate successful strategies used by non-profit 

organizations to effectively involve older immigrants and refugees in 

civic engagement roles. while many organizations across the country 

were interviewed for their efforts to engage elders, these five were  

selected to represent a wide range of agencies of different missions, 

sizes, locations and ethnic constituencies. These profiles highlight many 

promising practices of working with older immigrants and refugees to 

address their community needs and to fulfill elders’ own desire for  

social connection and community contribution.  



A Journey to wholeness
In the 1970s and 1980s, thousands of Vietnamese refugees came to the 
United States, having survived the trauma of war, life in refugee camps, 
and dangerous boat journeys in the South China Sea. The national  
organization Boat People SOS (BPSOS), established in 1980, rescued 
some 3,300 boat people who were still at sea. Today, the resettled  
Vietnamese population in the United States still deals with mental health 
issues from these traumatic experiences. As an organization that aims to 
empower Vietnamese American communities to achieve self-sufficiency, 
BPSOS has created a peer companion program as part of a larger  
initiative called Senior and Trauma Survivors Empowerment Program 
(STEP), which is funded by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health  
Services Administration. 

Developed in 2005, the Peer Companions program recruits and trains 
Vietnamese elders to provide assistance to torture victims and their 
families. Céline Duong, a BPSOS case manager, believes that elderly peer 
companions	“are	more	effective	in	serving	because	they	understand	the	
condition	and	problems	of	seniors	in	the	community.”	Companions	 
usually have two to three clients, whom they visit weekly in their homes 
or at churches or temples. Through conversation and active listening, 
companions help uncover their clients’ skills and interests, provide  
encouragement, and serve as health care navigators. 

The first group of companions consisted of 12 bilingual, well-educated  
elders, ages 50–75, who are respected leaders in the Vietnamese community.  
Although these candidates already had bilingual skills and firsthand 
knowledge of Vietnamese culture and refugee resettlement experiences, 
BPSOS wanted to enhance both their mental health expertise and their 
communication and leadership skills. Partnering with George Mason  
University’s School of Public Health, BPSOS designed a 10-month,  
three-level training program for the peer companions. Level 1 focuses on 
basic issues such as acculturation, aging, gender, trauma, and available 
resources for clients. Level 2 is designed to enhance interpersonal helping 
skills, including empathic listening, how and when to ask questions,  
and how to express support. It also prepares participants to manage the 
difficult emotions they might experience during the helping process. 
Level 3 involves teaching peer facilitation and group work skills, as well  
as strategies for community mobilization.

To progress through these levels of training, participants have to pass an  
exam, which they often find challenging but rewarding. As Ms. Duong notes,  
“The	training	was	so	rigorous,	but	actually	they	enjoyed	it.	They	loved	the	 
instructors,	and	they	loved	the	quality	of	the	classes.”	They	became	“much	more	 
confident	and	committed,”	she	observes,	and	“better	communicators	as	well.”

Boat People SOS

“ [Elders] are more  
effective in serving 
because they  
understand the  
condition and  
problems of seniors 
in the community.”
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Reflecting	on	the	success	of	the	program,	Ms.	Duong	says	she	found	that	
“the	key	was	the	education	and	the	commitment	from	everybody.”	The	
thoughtful and intensive training specifically designed for the older  
volunteers showed the elders how much the program values and respects 
them. Many peer companions are so dedicated that they are uninterested 
in stipends offered to cover the gas mileage. The opportunity to learn new 
skills and the official university certificate makes these seniors proud to 
be part of the program.

Encouraged by the positive outcomes of the first few years, BPSOS has 
ambitious future plans. The organization seeks to replicate its training 
model in other regions of the country, using its 14 branch offices across 
the nation. Recognizing that there are similar needs in other immigrant 
and refugee communities, BPSOS also hopes to offer this model to other 
ethnic	communities.	Ms.	Duong	is	enthusiastic	about	the	future.	“This	is	 
a	great	model,”	she	says,	“and	it	will	benefit	their	communities.”	
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Creating Community harmony  
Through Elders’ Leadership
The Confederation of Somali Community in Minnesota (CSCM) was  
established in 1994 in Minneapolis to strengthen the capacity of Somalis 
in Minnesota to become contributing members of society, while maintaining  
their culture. CSCM provides various programs for the large Somali and 
other East African communities across Minnesota. CSCM started as an  
informal association of community members who shared resources to  
survive in a new country. 

Reflecting	the	Somali	tradition,	CSCM	has	always	considered	elders	 
advisors.	The	Elder	Council,	a	group	of	influential	elderly	Somalis,	existed	
even before the organization became an official nonprofit. Saeed Fahia, 
executive director of CSCM, says: 

[From the outside], it looks like the board has all the power, but in the eyes of the 
community, the Elders Council has the power. If you want to understand the  
community, you need to talk to the elders.

The Council’s current 11 members (7 men and 4 women) are between  
the ages of 55 and 83. All are Somali speakers, but most are limited in 
English. Some speak second languages, including Arabic, Swahili, and 
Italian. Their economic statuses and educational and professional  
experiences vary, and their authority comes, as Mr. Fahia states, from 
“their	age,	their	wisdom,	and	their	passion	and	concerns	for	the	community.”	 
Other elders nominate Council members.

The Elder Council performs a range of roles for CSCM and the community, 
including advising at CSCM staff meetings, participating in a monthly 
joint meeting with the local police department, and, along with the CSCM 
staff, reporting problems on behalf of the Somali refugee community to 
the mayor or other city representatives. Out of their desire to interact with 
younger generations and to support CSCM’s mission to pass on Somali 
culture, six elders regularly share traditional folktales, poetry, and songs 
to youth through a story-telling program and a girls’ program.

The most distinct and involved role of the Council is in CSCM’s Mediation 
Circles,	a	strategy	for	resolving	family	and	community	conflicts	among	
refugees. Because cultural transition can create tension in marriages and 
across generations, CSCM often receives requests to assist with resolving 
conflicts.	CSCM	starts	with	an	“intake”	to	understand	the	situation,	and	
then forms a Mediation Circle to work on the case. A Circle typically  

Confederation of Somali Community in Minnesota

“ Our success is  
to let elders be  
themselves. ”
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“ [From the outside], it looks like the board 
has all the power, but in the eyes of the 
community, the Elders Council has the  
power. If you want to understand the  
community, you need to talk to the elders.”

consists of a few Council members (appointed by CSCM, based on the 
nature of the situation), at least one CSCM staff person, and several 
people,	at	least	one	per	side,	chosen	by	each	side	of	the	conflict.	The	
Elder Involvement Liaison, a part-time staff member who is also an elder, 
coordinates	a	series	of	meetings	in	Somali	to	resolve	the	conflict.	As	each	
conflict	has	a	unique	team	and	resolution	process,	CSCM	staff	and	elders	
put a lot of time into operating this service. 

CSCM’s challenges include occasional resistance to the mediation  
process, particularly from American-born Somalis. Generally, though,  
this	community	intervention	is	effective	in	resolving	conflicts	without	
turning to law enforcement and courts. 

Reflecting	on	the	success	of	the	Elder	Council,	Mr.	Fahia	says:	

Our success is to let elders be themselves. Imagine a small village in Africa. How do 
people interact? If there is a problem, if they need advice, where do they go? They  
will go to elders. Here in America things are so different, but we wanted to create a 
welcoming and comfortable place for elders to be themselves. We created a council 
and invited them, and let the community know that these experienced elders are 
available for them.
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Comadres in Southern Texas
For the past 34 years, a group of low-income Mexican seniors have  
served their community in Rio Grande Valley, Texas by helping frail  
elders through Senior Companions, a volunteer program funded by the 
Corporation for National Community Service. The program had been  
sustained in the area under various sponsorship agencies until 1996, 
when Mr. Jose Perez established his own nonprofit agency, Senior  
Community Outreach Services, Inc. (SCOS), to further develop services  
for low-income Latino seniors. 

The majority of the older volunteers originally migrated from Mexico to 
work on farms. Now, as peer companions, they typically work 20 to 30 
hours, five days a week, with homebound elders, preparing meals,  
providing personal care and light housekeeping, arranging transportation,  
and making referrals when appropriate. The benefits they receive—a tax-
free stipend of $2.65 an hour, liability insurance, and a meal and travel  
allowance—give them some extra income that does not interfere with 
their Supplemental Security Income (SSI). More importantly, these elders 
see the friendships they develop as the greatest reward for their service. 
Volunteers call one another comadre,	a	Spanish	word	for	“very	close	friend.”

Because the companions provide services in Spanish, there is a huge 
demand for their help throughout Texas, and the agency maintains a long 
waiting list. Although half the companions are not proficient in English 
and a third are not literate in their native Spanish, this is not a barrier to 
the provision of services. When recruiting, bilingual SCOS staff explain 
the program to those who may be hesitant to sign up. SCOS staff  
members also translate paperwork, provide individual assistance to  
those who cannot read and write, and help volunteers develop care  
plans with clients and caregivers.

These elders see  
the friendships they 
develop as the  
greatest reward for 
their service.
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In	Spanish,	there	is	no	exact	word	for	“volunteering.”	Mr.	Perez	stresses	
that this program works because it connects the Mexican tradition of 
helping and the American concept of community service. A son of a  
Mexican farm worker himself, Mr. Perez recalls his own family’s background  
of	“informal”	helping:	

I remember that when our neighbor had a newborn baby, my mother cooked whole 
meals for the entire family and brought it over to the neighbor every day. That was 
such a natural thing for her to do. So, when I ask these elders to join the program, I 
tell them, “There are old people who really need your help. Can you help?”…rather 
than saying, “Can you volunteer for this program?” 

Most volunteers’ family caregiving experience naturally equips them for 
the	role	of	“giving	personal	help	with	compassion,”	notes	Mr.	Perez.

SCOS receives support from community agencies as well as individuals 
and organizations in the area that provide guidance and donate services. 
The program works with an advisory council consisting of 15 individuals, 
including senior companions and their clients, business leaders, lawyers, 
politicians, and other senior citizens in the community. They identify 
topics for ongoing trainings for senior companions based on the real-life 
needs of elders—both companions and those receiving services—including  
information on local resources. 

For organizations that want to reach out to Mexican seniors, Mr. Perez 
suggests	being	“honest	and	truthful”	and	presenting	positive	energy	and	
passion about their programs. Despite typical notions to the contrary,  
he	says	that	older	adults	are	“active	and	wanting	to	be	more	active,	so	
organizations	have	to	intentionally	invite	them.”	
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This program works 
because it connects 
the Mexican tradition 
of helping and the 
American concept of 
community service.

Senior community outreach  
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working in Partnership with Elders to  
Create a Community of Their Own
Jewish Community Housing for the Elderly (JCHE), a nonprofit and  
nonsectarian organization, provides supportive independent housing for 
more than 1,300 low-income seniors in three locations in Greater Boston. 
Its site in the Brighton neighborhood of Boston is home to a multicultural 
group of active elders who guide the activities and direction of their  
community. Among the 900 seniors who live at JCHE’s Brighton location 
are many older adults from the former Soviet Union and other eastern 
European countries, as well as China and other Asian countries. 

JCHE has fostered the engagement of immigrant residents by consistently 
encouraging them to initiate their own activities. Gaye Freed, Senior  
Resident Services Administrator, recalls communicating to the residents  
a vision of their role in JCHE’s community: 

When the community in our buildings [was] first developing—over 25 years ago—
we were very clear that residents needed to coordinate programs directly. In senior 
housing, it’s often assumed that staff will provide activities for residents. But it’s 
JCHE’s mission to foster elders’ independence. Rather than hire an activities  
coordinator, our bilingual staff provide necessary support to make it possible for 
residents to be very involved in the organization of programs.

To help residents and staff successfully develop this relationship, JCHE 
set up cultural awareness in-service training and worked carefully to  
create culturally appropriate messaging. 

Still, JCHE had to communicate its vision persistently. According to Gaye, 
tenants did not always see themselves as leaders, often due to past  
experiences of living in a Communist country or being discriminated  
against as a religious or ethnic minority. But by promoting a sense of 
ownership of the community, JCHE staff helped elders feel confident 
enough to develop a wide range of social and educational activities. 
Volunteer-run libraries, cultural arts groups, art clubs, and computer  
technology clubs thrive in this special living environment. Tenants even 
led a citizenship campaign in the mid-‘90s in response to national legislation  
that eliminated non-citizens’ eligibility for Supplemental Security Income 
(SSI). This effort promoted civic participation, motivated tenants to set up  
citizenship classes, and led to a voter registration movement.

Eventually, JCHE formed a Tenant Council, comprising representatives 
from various self-formed JCHE groups. Currently, around 17 core members  
meet biweekly with JCHE staff members. Residents and staff together 
identify agenda items for the meetings. Council members partner with 
JCHE staff to access community resources for tenants, such as health 

Jewish Community Housing for the Elderly

In its unrelenting  
support of residents’ 
independence, JCHE 
has created a group 
of active immigrant 
elders who hone their 
skills by responding  
to one another’s 
needs and desires.
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screenings and workshops on health-related topics. Staff members coordinate  
the external outreach, such as booking workshop presenters from area health 
organizations, and Council members coordinate the internal outreach,  
such as determining residents’ health needs and promoting events. 

In addition to helping connect residents with events and services, the 
Tenant Council also acts as a unified voice for immigrant tenants and 
influences	the	operation	of	the	building	by	meeting	with	the	management	
of JCHE. Council members have reviewed building plans and raised such 
issues as security concerns in the neighborhood. They also engage in  
service activities to address needs in the broader community, such as 
making blankets and collecting clothing for poor families in the area. 

In its unrelenting support of residents’ independence, JCHE has created a 
group of active immigrant elders who hone their skills by responding to one 
another’s needs and desires. JCHE receives recognition from the surrounding  
communities because of the tenants’ contributions, and from elective  
officials who notice JCHE’s voter registration activities. JCHE’s success 
clearly demonstrates that tenants have the power to increase both the 
quality of their own lives and the strength of the community as a whole. 
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Connecting with young Children  
Through Spanish
In	the	1960s,	South	Florida	saw	an	influx	of	Cuban	immigrant	families.	
Many of these immigrants found work, but the elders of the families often 
remained at home, isolated. The Little Havana Activities and Nutrition 
Centers, Inc. (LHANC), of Dade County, currently directed by Roman 
Perez-Dorrbecker, was founded in 1972 to help these Spanish-speaking  
elders meet one another and access resources. Today, LHANC has  
14 Senior Centers, three Adult Health Day Care Centers, one Primary 
Health Care Clinic and two Intergenerational Child Care Centers. The 
agency serves thousands of clients, including young families and children. 
LHANC’s two Rainbow Intergenerational Child Care Centers are staffed 
almost entirely by older women from Cuba and other Central and South 
American countries. These elders are the keystone of the centers’ success.

These intergenerational centers meet the needs of two distinct generations  
within the community: older adults and preschool-age children. Cecilia 
Hunt,	Rainbow	director	for	more	than	16	years,	explains,	“It	is	hard	for	
older	people	to	find	employment,	especially	if	they	don’t	speak	English.”	
Some of the elders were teachers in Cuba, but due to their lack of English 
skills and American teaching certification, they worked at hotels or raised 
their grandchildren at home. The Rainbow Child Care Centers offer them 
employment opportunities where limited English is not a barrier. In fact, 
their ability to speak Spanish is one of the most important assets these 
elders offer to the children.
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“ Their ability to speak 
Spanish is one of  
the most important 
assets these elders 
offer to the children.”

Serving Spanish-speaking children ages 2 to 5, the centers’ philosophy  
is that the connection children make with their parents in their own  
language is extremely important and that the day care centers should  
provide them with a similar environment. At English-speaking day care 
centers, the unfamiliar language can make these children feel confused 
and	removed—a	change,	Cecilia	says,	“that	can	be	traumatic	to	them.”	
Spanish-speaking caretakers create a familiar environment in which  
children can express themselves and establish loving and trusting  
connections with others. The teachers often use traditional songs, foods, 
and holidays from their home countries. The pre-K program also offers 
the introduction of reading and writing in English to prepare children  
for schooling. 

This	“match	made	in	heaven”	seems	like	a	simple	solution,	but	the	 
program’s development only happened through years of experience 
working with older adults in the community. The program offers a stable 
employment and civic engagement opportunity to elders who need more 
financial security. Working at Rainbow enables them to give hours each 
week to the community. The work also accommodates elders’ schedules. 
“We	offer	flexibility,”	says	Cecilia.	Shifts	last	four	hours,	so	employees	
have enough energy to work with small children and enough time for  
daytime doctor’s appointments, if necessary.

Cecilia believes that the age of the workers enhances the daycare center.  
The centers are intergenerational and only employ people over age 55. 
These older employees may have retirement benefits and many are eligible  
for Medicare and SSI. Adequate financial compensation supplemented 
by these benefits translates into a low turnover rate among the staff. This 
helps create stability of workers which is an important factor in the day 
care	centers’	effectiveness.	Cecilia	explains,	“At	a	typical	day	care,	they	
have younger workers and they are always seeking new work opportunities,  
higher	salaries,	so	they	have	such	high	turnover.”	But	the	Rainbow	 
teachers	“are	looking	for	stability.	They	are	not	going	anywhere.”	The	 
characteristics of these older workers also contribute to the program’s 
stability.	Says	Cecilia,	“Our	program	is	strong	because	of	their	work	habit.	
They	are	loyal	and	punctual.”	

Cecilia	stresses,	“this	is	not	a	volunteer	program.”	Center	staff	believe	
that	older	adults	would	feel	like	“add-ons”	if	they	were	not	part	of	the	paid	
staff. It is clear that the high level of commitment demonstrated by the 
older workers at the Rainbow Child Care Center contributes to the overall 
success	of	the	program.	This	is	definitely	a	“win–win”	for	both	the	children	
served and the elders who contribute.
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Appendix A: methodology
A variety of methods were used to collect data for this report. 

iNSiGHtS FroM ElDErS
Data collection with older immigrants and refugees took place in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Atlanta, 
Georgia; and Orange County, California. Focus groups were arranged through local universities  
(Temple University in Philadelphia; California State University, Fullerton, in Orange County; and  
Emory University in Atlanta) that were members of the SHINE consortium and had long-standing  
partnerships with immigrant organizations.  

kEY iNForMANt iNtErviEwS

Prior to conducting focus groups, researchers interviewed individuals knowledgeable about the  
communities participating in the focus groups. These key informants included immigrant community  
leaders and organizers, staff members from ethnic-focused senior residences and community centers, 
and staff members from refugee-serving agencies. In 45-minute interviews in person or over the phone, 
key informants provided information about the history of immigration and resettlement of this ethnic 
group, and their observations about older immigrants’ participation in civic engagement activities in 
their native country and in the United States. Key informants also offered insight into cultural values 
and	discourse	styles	that	might	influence	focus	group	facilitation.	

FocuS GrouPS 

Ten focus groups of older immigrants and refugees were conducted. A total of 99 participants  
represented six major ethnolinguistic groups: Latino, Chinese (Mandarin and Cantonese), Liberian, 
Vietnamese,	Somali,	and	Ethiopian.	These	groups	were	selected	to	reflect	the	diversity	of	both	refugee	
and immigrant elders in the United States and a range of socioeconomic and educational backgrounds. 

Focus groups were held in ethnic-specific senior centers, senior housing facilities, and community-
based organizations. Focus groups were conducted in English, with interpretation in the languages of 
the participants. Participants were recruited by the site staff based on their age (50 or above) and their 
interest and availability. Most focus groups included both men and women. Focus groups were tape-
recorded and transcribed, using a professional transcription service. Transcripts were analyzed using 
qualitative data analysis software. (Appendix C provides more detailed information on the number and 
ethnicities of focus group participants.) 

At the conclusion of each focus group, participants were asked to complete a short survey that requested  
demographic data and asked to indicate additional civic engagement activities in which they might be 
interested in participating. This checklist was translated into the native languages of the participants. 
When participants were not literate in their native language, the interpreter read the questions aloud 
and the facilitator recorded responses. 

ENGAGED ElDEr iNtErviEwS

Following	the	focus	groups,	an	“engaged	elder”—someone	who	was	particularly	involved	in	a	civic	 
engagement activity—was selected for a more in-depth one-on-one interview. Eight interviews of  
approximately 45 minutes each were conducted with engaged elders. Interviews were tape-recorded,  
and the tape was professionally transcribed. 
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iNSiGHtS FroM orGANizAtioNS
oN-liNE SurvEY AND tElEPHoNE iNtErviEwS

Data collection from organizations was conducted through an on-line survey that was designed to  
understand current activities involving older immigrants and refugees. It was distributed to approximately  
500 nonprofit organizations. Based on responses from the survey and recommendations from national 
advisory board members and other professionals who are knowledgeable about organizations that  
work with immigrant populations, SHINE researchers identified organizations that promote the civic 
engagement of older immigrants and refugees, and conducted phone interviews with them. 

SuccESSES AND liMitAtioNS
Previous work conducting research in immigrant and refugee communities has revealed dynamics  
particular to those settings that require sensitive navigation (Lake Snell Perry Mermin/Decision  
Research, 2006; The Colorado Trust, 2002). Our investigation was successful in capturing a wide variety 
of experiences and perspectives directly from older immigrants and refugees via a qualitative data  
collection method that used guided open-ended dialogue. Participants could speak in their native  
language within a familiar environment. However, it is important to note that our data collection  
methods had some limitations.

Utilizing the networks already established with immigrant communities through Project SHINE, this 
investigation was successful in reaching out to elders from a wider range of ethnic and socioeconomic 
backgrounds and who spoke a wider variety of languages. Nevertheless, due to the restricted time, 
resources, and available connections, the team selected six ethnolinguistic groups to participate in this 
investigation. The data used for this investigation do not represent the wider variety of ethnicities and 
languages that exist among U.S. immigrant and refugee communities.

The project team intentionally solicited the participation of elders who are relatively active and have 
lived in the United States for more than a year in order to gain insights about the civic engagement 
activities these elders are currently involved in, activities they might be interested in for the future,  
and the motivations and benefits of their engagement.2 The majority of focus group participants were 
connected to the sites where the focus group was conducted, which included immigrant-led community- 
based organizations, ethnic-based senior centers, and senior residences. Thus, this population has  
established a certain degree of social networks. This strategy enabled us to gain a wide range of  
examples of elders’ community activities and some in-depth views on how elders view their engagement.  
Due to our purposeful sampling of relatively active participants, perspectives presented in this report 
minimally	reflect	experiences	of	the	more	isolated	elders	who	do	not	have	contact	with	area	social	 
services, senior centers, and housing.

It is also important to note that no cross-cultural comparisons were made in the analysis of the qualitative 
data. Because there is diversity and complexity within each ethnolinguistic group, the perspectives from our 
participants could not be generalized for their entire ethnic group. Specifically, perspectives of the Chinese 
seniors in Orange County and in Philadelphia were different due to their immigration history and socio-
economic	background.	They	could	not	be	analyzed	as	perspectives	of	“Chinese	elders”	and	compared	to	
perspectives of seniors from other ethnolinguistic backgrounds. Instead, the analysis focused on developing 
illustrative	examples	of	their	civic	engagement	activities	and	the	factors	that	influenced	their	involvement.
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2		This	investigation	used	“purposeful	sampling”	(Patton,	2002)	for	the	data	collection	in	order	to	seek	information-rich	cases	 
to illuminate the questions under investigation. 
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FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS

Location gender Age 
Range

home  
Country

Length 
of Stay 
in u.S. 

(in years)

Language(s)
Spoken

Language(s)
Read and 
written

m F

Atlanta/
Clarkston,
georgia

Focus 
Group 1

0 9 60–88

Colombia,
Cuba, Ecuador,

Salvador,
Uruguay,

Venezuela

2.5–46 Spanish Spanish

Focus 
Group 2

10 0 64–77 Somalia 2.5–12

Somali (majority),
Arabic,
Talyani,

basic English 

Somali (majority),
Arabic,

basic English

Focus 
Group 3

4 6 55–80
Ethiopia,
Somalia

3.5–16

Somali (majority),
Amharic,
Arabic,
Oromo,

basic English

Somali (majority),
Amharic,
Arabic,
Oromo,

basic English

Focus 
Group 4

7 3 50–73 Vietnam 8–21

Vietnamese  
(majority),
French,

basic English

Vietnamese  
(majority), 
French,

basic English

Orange  
County, 

California

Focus 
Group 1

3 4 63–85
China,
Taiwan

7–59
Chinese,
English,
Japanese

Chinese,
English

Focus 
Group 2

2 6 61–83
Mexico,

U.S.
15–83

Spanish,
English

Spanish,
English

Focus 
Group 3

4 9 58–83 Vietnam 2–32 Vietnamese
Vietnamese, 
basic English

Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

Focus 
Group 1

5 7 68–89 China 9–20
Chinese (majority),

basic English
Chinese

Focus 
Group 2

3 7 57–74
Dominican  

Republic, Peru,
Puerto Rico

16–65
Spanish (majority),

basic English
Spanish (majority),

basic English

Focus 
Group 3

2 8 54–90 Liberia 3–13
Gio-Dan (majority),  

Bassa,
English

Gio-Dan (majority),  
Bassa,
English

                                            Total: 99

Appendix C: Focus group Participants
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